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ÀÀSHO - Àmerican Àssociation of State Highway Officials
ÀSTM - American Society for Testi.ng Material.s

CC - coefficient of curvature (soil testing)
CU - coefficient of uniformity (soiI testing)
CH - inorganic clays of high plasticity, fat clays

CWC - Canadian Wood CounciL

cm. - c en t imet re

D - diameter (soiL testing)
DtO - effective sizeldiameter (soiL testing)
Disp. - displacenent

d/diam. - diameter

Em - secant modulus of elasticity
Eo - initiaL tangent modulus of elasticity
F.. I - allowable unit stress in compression

perpendicular to grain for the apþropriate
species and grade of wood

n,l , - modified allowable unit stress in compression
perpendicular to grain for the appropriaLe
species and grade of wood

F+ - allowabLe unit stress in Èension parallel to' grain for the appropriate species añd grade of
r¡ood

Fr I - allowable unit stress in Èension perpendicular
to grain for the appropriate species and grade
of \dood

fcL - compressive stress perpendicular to the grain of
w ood

fm - Iâboralory mortar compressive strenglh
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T,IST OF DEIFTNITIONS

Appearance (of Mortar): See Appendix À.

Àutogenous Healing (of Mortar): See Àppendix A.

Bond (of Mortar): See Àppendix À.

CaLcination: The act or process of heating (as inorganic
materials) to a high temperature but without fusiñg in
order to drive off volatile matter or to effect changes
such as oxidation or pulverizalion.

Calcium Lime: À Lime containing from 85 percent to 90
percent calcium oxide and five to 10 percen! magnesium
ox ide.

Carbonization: The process of being combined with carbon.

Cement-Lime Mortar with Sav¡dust and/or wood Chips: À mortar
of which Portland cement, lime, sand, sawdust and/or
wood chips and water are its constituents.

Clay Mortar: À mortar of which clay (usually with silt),
sand, fibres, r,rater and hydrated lime (may or may not
be present) are iÈs constituents.

Conventional Masonry: Something constructed of materials,
such as concrete block/clay brick/stone together with
conventional mortar (see definition), by a mason (see
definition).

Conventional Mortar: Todayrs prevailing mortar (see
definition) that consists of a mixture of Portland
cement, 1ime, sand and water. Alternatively, an one-
bag preparation of masonry cement (see definition) may
be used insÈead of using the separate ingredients of
Portland cement and lime. Conventional nortar has a
flow of 105 to 115 percent in the flow test.
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Efflorescence (of Mortar): See Appendix A.

Elasticity and FlexibiJ.ity/Internal Àccommodation (of
Mortar ) : See Appendix À.

FIax: --Flax is a plant Hith sma1l, narrow leaves, blue
f lovrers, and slender stems about two feet tal1'(aver-age). Linseed oil is made from its seeds. The thread-like fibres of this plant is used to spin into linen
thread.

High Calcium Lime: A lime containing at least 90 percent ofcalcium oxide and less than five percent magnesium
oxide.

High Magnesium Lime: À lime containing not 1ess than g5
percent of caLcium and rnagnesium oxide, not less than25 percent being magnesium oxide. May be referred toas dolomi t ic lime.

Hydrated Lime: A dry floccuLent powder resulting from lhetreatment of quicki-ime (see Appendix E) with-sufficientl¡ater to satisfy chemicalJ.y a11 the calcium oxidepresent.

Hydraui.ic Lime: A lime which contains só large a percentage
of Iime silicaÈe, aluminate or ferrate as tô give tñematerial the property of hardening under watér, butwhich at the same time contains so much free limé thatthe burned rnass will slake upon the. addition of water.

Durability (of Mortar): See Àppendix À.

Economy (of t'tortar): See Àppendix À.

Lime: Lime is the product
a Iimestone consisting
calciurn and nagnes i um,
of water.

Lime-Sand Mortar: À mor ta r
are its constituents.

resulting from the calcination of
essentially of the carbonates of
which slakes upon the addition

of which Iime, sand and water
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Magnesium Lime: À lime containing from 85 percent to 90
percent of calcium and magnesium oxides, '1 0 percent to
25 percent being magnesium oxide.

Mason: À skilled workman who builds up by laying up units
of substantial material such as stone or brick.

Masonry: Something constructed by laying up units of
substantial materiaL such as stone or brick.

Masonry Cement: Àn one-bag preparation containing portLand
cement and pulverized limestone (CaCO¡ ) or hydrated
Iime (Ca(Ou)z) along with small amounts of soaps, oils
or stearates which act as air-entraining agents andplasticizers. The majority of cement manufacturers
produce masonry cement which contain approximately
equal quantities of Portland cenenL and pulverized
I imestone.

Mortar: A plastic building material (example: a rnixbure of
cement, 1ime, sand and water) that hardens and is used
in binding building units of substantial material.

Pozzolana: À finely divided siliceous or sil-iceous and
aluminous material lhat reacts chemically \,¡ith sLaked
Iime at ordinary temperature and in the presence of
moisture to form a strong slow-hardening cement.

Quicklime: The first solid product that is obtained by
calcining limestone (see Àppendix E) and that devei.opègreat hea! and becomes crumbly wheir treated !¡ith h'ater.

Retempering: The restoration of mortar that has beenproperly mixed but not used immediateJ.y, resulting in a
Ioss of its workability (see appendix À) through loss
of water via evaporation and absorption. Restoration
is done by adding a sma1l amount of ì{ater and throughly
remixing. For a Portland cement-L ime mortar , uñder
normal conditions, the elapsed time between mixing and
use should not exceed two and one-haIf hours.

SLake (uydrate): To cause to heat and crumble by treatment
of lrater to form a hydrate; a cornpound of complex ions
formed by the combination of water with some other sub-
stance (as with lime).
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Soil-Cement Mortar: A mortar of which soi1, portland cementand wãter are its constituents.

Strength (of Mortar): See Àppendix A.

volumetric Changes/Shrinkage (of Mortar): See Appendix À.

Water Retention (of Mortar): See Àppendix A.

Workability (of Mortar): See Àppendix À.
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ÀBSTRÀCT

All to often a misunderstanding exists in masonry construc-

tion in that a mortar is chosen on the basis that "the
stronger the mortar is, the better it is". Due to this mis-

understanding, the mortar chosen usually has a strenglh far
beyond what is required of the masonry structure and one

that is much higher in cost. In terms of strenglh, the cor-
rect phrase to use is adequate strength. Strength is not

the only consideration ¡vhen choosing a mortar; there are a

number of other properties, some of which are even more

important than st rengbh.

The above misunderstanding is believed to exist with
the mortar presently used in stackwall construction; the

mortar used is a Portland cement-lime/masonry cement mortar.

In order to explore this misunderstanding, an experimental

investigation was carried out with 12 clay and 17 Iime-sand

mortar mixes. The methods used for testing fotLowed CSÀ

Standard A8-1970 -- Masonry Cement, wherever possible; two-

inch cube specimens were used in the program.

The composition of materials found the most favourable

for a clay mortar was 33.3% sand, 1.75% fibres, 3% hydrated

1ime, and 14O% water, all proportioned by dry weight to one

unit of dry clay. Às for a lime-sand mortar, with both the

- xxvl



hydrated lime and sand measured in a dry state, the
Iime:sand volumetric proportion of 1:3 was suggested. Indi-
cations were that dried lime-sand mortar can be crushed and

remixed. It appears that for such a mortar the ratio of
sand to lime should not be greater than tv¡o to one, in order
that the remixed mortar can develop similar properties to
the original.

Roon for improvement exists in the case of the clay
mortar with respect to its workabil-ity and to reduction of
its shrinkage upon drying. The high drying shrinkage expe-

rienced trith the clay morlars suggests that its use in
stackwall construction be restricted to the wall portion and

prohibi ted in the corners.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

The Northern Housing Committee of the University of Mani-
toba, Canada [51],r ¡u" O..n involved with the teaching of
the construction of stackwall houses since 1975. StackwaLl

construction consists of short logs 10 to 36 inches in
length laid perpendicular to the Hall, set in three to four
inches of nortar at each end of the logs, leaving a central
cavity. With hydrated-Iime-treated sawdust packed between

the logs in this cavity, a weII-insulated waj-I (insulation
value greater than R20) can be created. Figure K-1 , page

503 shows a typical cross-section of stackwall. À house

constructed by the stackwall method is pictured in photo-

graph 1, page iv.

This type of house construction provides a Labour-

intensive alternative const.ruction technigue for houses in
remote communities lacking developnènt. The construction
technique does not threaten the environment; the material
(1ogs) is locally available; the cost is less than that to
import graded lumber to remote places; the design 1ayout of
a house is just as flexible as a conventional house; it
requires relatively unskilled labour; and it is energy effi-

I The number(s) in sguare parenthesis indicate reference(s)
used in the text.



cient during the cold winter months.

The nortar used in stackwall construction consists of
the same material that are used today in brick/concrete
block masonry. These materials are: portland cement, lime,
sand and water. In place of the portland cement and 1ime,

masonry cement is an alternative. Depending upon the area

of construction, the mortar can be one of the most costly
and/or unavailable materials in constructing a stackwall
house. To further irnprove the accessibilily of stackrvall

houses in remote communities, the idea of using a lower cost

mortar and one that is more readily accessible is being

exp).ored by the Northern Housing Committee. The material
used for such a mortar should be non-toxic, it should be

environmentaLly safe to use, and it should be easy to work

with for both amateur and professional builders.

This work examines the use of ancient and traditional
mortars as possible alternatives in terms of Local economics

and availability. The tvro types of mortar investigated
were: .1) clay rnortar, and 2) Iime-sand mortar. In spite of
today's rapid-pace technoLogy and vast information networks,

technical information on ancient and traditional mortars,
especiall-y clay mortars, is scarce. To develop this infor-
nation, this investigation was undertaken to explore varia-
tion of nortar properties as constituents lrere systemically
varied in the laboratory. No attempt was made to evaluate

clay and lime-sand mortars under field conditions.
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The study starts off v¡ith a preliminary literâture
search on four types of mortars: 1) clay mortar; 2) Iime-
sand mortar; 3) soil-cement mortar; and 4) cement-Iime mor-

tar containing sawdust and/or wood chips. Fron this litera-
ture search, it was decided to undertake experimental work

only on the first two types. This work involved 12 clay,
and 17 lime-sand mortar mixes. For each of the mixes, the
volumetric shrinkage, the surface characteristics and the
compressive strength and failure characteristics were

obtained. The investigation continues with analyses from

the testing program, and concLudes with a discussion of the
results.



Chapter II
OBJECTI VE

Within this study, the mosl favourable constituents and pro-

portions in a clay and in a lime-sand mortar mix vere

sought.

The essential nortar properties kept in mind throughout

this search were: 1) r,¡orkability, 2) vrater retention, 3)

bond,4) strength, 5) autogenous hea).ing, 6) elasticity and

flexibility (internal accommodation), 7) efflorescence, 8)

durability, 9) volumetric changes (shrinkage), 10) economy,

and 1 1 ) appearance. These properties are discussed in

detail in Appendix a.

The testing of aII 29 mortar mixes was done according

to CSÀ Standard À8-1970, Masonry Cement [15] r so as to use

reconized experimental procedures. Deviations, however,

were required, particularly when working r,¡ith the non-

standardized clay mortar and when obtaining the proper flow

for the Iime-sand mortar mixes. Omission of some tests out-
lined in this Standard was due to the limilations of the

work and availability of eguipment. ALl compression tests
were done on t¡{o-inch cubes.

4-



Chapter III
rHE PROGRÀMME

Initiall-y, four different types of mortar were proposed for
investigation towards a Lor,¡er-cost and more readily accessi-
ble mortar for stackwaLl construction. These r¡ere: 1) cJ.ay

mortar, 2) lime-sand mortar, 3) soil-cement mortar, and 4)

cement-lime mortar containing sawdust and/or wood chips. À

prelimi.nary literature search was performed on each type.
Fron this, it was decided to investigate only the clay and

the lime-sand mortars. ÀIthough no experimental work was

performed r¡ith the other two types of mortar, the prelini_
nary investigative information on them is presented.

3.1 CLÀY }IORTÀR

The term "clay mortar', as used throughout this report is
defined as å mortar containing clay (usua1ly wilh silt),
sand, fibres, water and j.n some tests hydrated Lime.

3.1 .1 PreIi¡ninarv Literatrrra 3¡¡ r.¡.tr

À preliminary Iiterature search directly and partially
related to clay mortar was perforned to provide direction
for the experimental work. In particular, the materiaLs
required, the proportion of these materials and the prepara-
tory work required was sought.
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In Fathy's [34] work with mud bricks in Egypt, the four
necessary components for a good mud brick v¡ere: 1) earth;
2) sand; 3) straw; and 4) water. The following material
composition gave the best results: one cubic metre of
earth, one-third cubic metre of sand and 45 pounds of straw.
Another criterion of at least 30 percent (assumed to be in
proportion by total volume) of stran is mentioned by Fathy

[34]; without the straw, the bricks were noted to crack. In
Egypt, the above mixture was found to give a brick that did
not shrink excessively -- Egypt's earth can have a volumet-
ric shrinkage up to 37 percent.

The above mixture of earth, sand and straw was all-owed

to soak and fernent in vater for at least 4g hours before
being formed into bricks. This fermentation produced lactic
acids that made the bricks stronger and less absorbent than
those more hastily made. ALso during fermentation, the
straw mixed with the êarth so that the brick gained a highJ.y

desirable homogeneity of texture that an unfernented one did
not håve. To ninimize the amount of shrinkage in these mud

bricks, the minimâI amount of water was recommended by Fathy

t341.

Protection against wet-dry cycles s'ith mud bricks was

considered essential to the longevity of a building; seepage

from below had to be prevented with a darnp-proof course and

the bricks protected by a vraterproof plaster made of
bitumen-stabilized earth. Fathy [34] also mentioned the use
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of cow dung as an ingredient of mud brick; fermented over a

long period of time, the cow dung together with the straw
was said to produce a brick that resisted water we1l. How_

ever, the use of cow dung as part of a building material may

be guestionable in some societies.

rathy [34] also presented some experimental work on mud

bricks that was performed by Colonel Debe at Cairo Univer_
sity, Egypt. In one set of experiments, four different
kinds of sand were used: 'l ) fine, 2) snall, 3) medium, and

4) large. The percentages of sand experimented with was 20,
40,60 and 80 percent. These figures are assumed to be pro_
portioned by weight with respect to the amount of soil used.
From this set of tests, the strength of the brick decreased
as one goes from the fine to the large sand and as one

increased the amount of sand from 20 to g0 percent.

In a second series of tests, only one kind of sand was

used at three. different percentages, 5, 20 and 40 percent.
Fibres in the form of stra$ at 1.0, 1.75, 2.5 and 5.0 per_
cent r,¡ere invest.igated with each of the percentages of sand.
Again, both the sand and fibre were assumed to of been pro_
portioned by weight with respect to the amount of soil used,
The general trend of the strength tests was that as the pro_
portion of sand was increased, an increase in proportion of
strar¡ fibres was needed to obtain the highest strength. Àt
5, 20 and 40 percent sand, the highest strength was obtained
at I.0, 1.75 and 2.5 percent straw respectively. This
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series of tests also indicated that if one is to add more

strav¡ fibres than the optimum level, the strength decreases.
The average crushing load of mud brick samples tested at
Cairo University was 425 pounds per square inch.

ELlis [61] states that lime can be used with a raw

(unprocessed) clay to increase its strength and to stabi-
lize it against shrinkage and sweIling. The increase in
strength, as explained by EIlis [61] , is immediately

attained due to an ion exchange in which calcíum ions reduce

the forces that hold the film of water around the clay par_

ticles. Secondary strength is gained slowly through a chem-

ical hardening process in which hydrated calcium siLicates
and aluminates are formed; the calcium comes from the Iime
while the silica and alumina are from the clay.

Lime stabilizes the clay by reducing the plasticity
index, ReductiÕn of the plasticity index is accornplished by

lowering the liquid limit and raising t.he plastic limit of
Èhe clay. For lime to be fully reactive with the clay, it
nust be pulverized. eIlis [61] advises that the optimum

lime content to add to a clay is often between three and six
percent. These percentages were assumed to be by weight and

nith respect to the weight of the clay nateriaL used.

TaIIin and Raban [63] did an investigation into the use

clay mortar for stack!¡alI construction at the University
Manitoba. In this work, five materials were used as pos-

of

of
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sible components of a clay mortar. The five materials were:

1) c1ay,2) sand,3) grass fibres,4) Iime, and 5) water.

In the preparation of the materials, TaIIin and Raban

[63] oven dried and ground the clay to 100 percent passing

the No. 4 sieve. The mortar sand was in a damp, loose

state. The grass had an average diameter of one-ha1f mil-
limetre and was cut into one- to two-inch lengths. In the

mix, the grass was altowed to ferment in the wet mix for
five days in a covered container. Six different combina-

tions of these materials were mixed by dry volumetric pro-
portions and tested for various properties, Out of these

combinations, a mix vith 6 parts clayr 4 parts sand, I parts
grass fibres, 3.5 parts water and no lime was found to be

the most suitable wilh regard to the strength, workability
and shrinkage propert i e s.

Continuing the work of Tallin and Raban [63] at the
same university, Schoi.lenberg [58] did a further inves!iga-
tion into the use of a clay-based mortar for stackwall con-

struction. With Schollenberg [58], the clay was also oven

dried but it was pulverized finer -- to 100 percent passing

the No. 40 sieve. The sand was in a dry loose state. The

grass used as fibres was cut into one- to three-inch
Iengths. Instead of five days ferrnentat.ion in covered con-

tainers, Schollenberg [58] allowed seven days of fermenta-

tion in the moisture room. Also using volumetric propor-

tions of dry materials, Scho]lenberg [58] found that the
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most desirable mix to be the same as that for Tallin and

Raban [63] !¡ith exception to the Ì.¡ater; 5.1 parts of water

was used instead of 3.6 parts. Schollenberg t58J also rec-
ommends that a fine sand be used for a clay mortar.

To act as a guide on how to use fibres in a ctay mort.ar

mix, a literature search on how fibres are used in fibre
reinforced concrete was examined through Reference Nos. B,

41 ,42, 55 and 59. The first problem that occurred !¡ith the

mixing of fibre reinforced concrete was the segregation or

balling of the fibres, creating a non-uniform mix. Factors

found to influence the segregation or balling of the fibres
during the mixing process are:

1. the aspect ratio (length/diameter or I/d) of the

f ibres,
2. the volumetric percentage of fibres,
3. the coarse aggregate size and quantity,
4. the gradation of fibres,
5. the water-cemenh ratio, and

6. the method of mixing.

An increase in Factor Nos.

tendenc ies,
intensifies balling

for a steel f ibre

mix, it was f ound

1,2, and 3

Corresponding to the above points,

reinforced concrete to have a uniform

that :
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the aspect ratio of lhe steet fibres shouLd be as low

as possible and not exceed the value of 100;

the volumetric percentage of the steel fibres should

not exceed two percent (30 percent with glass

fibres); higher percentages are difficult to mix and

increases the slump;

the size of aggregate used in a mix should be less
than or equal to three-eights of an inch for worka-

bi 1i ty and spacing requirementÅ;

the guality of the material used as fibres should be

adequate in terms of strength;
the water-cement ratio should be kept betv¡een 0.4 and

0.6 for the proper plasticity of the mix and the dis-
persion of the fibres; and

lhe steel fibres should be shaken slow1y into the
mix, more so if the aspect ratio is high.

From Reference No, 55 it was learned that aS the steel
fibre aspect ratio was reduced to decrease the batling
effect, t.he flexural strength also reduced. To solve this
problem, the fibres were bundled, increasing the diameter,
with a water soluble glue. This gave a lower aspect ratio,
say 30, for the initial mixing, to prevent bai.ling of the

fibres. When the mixing was finished, the individual fibres
were unglued and well distributed. Since the fibres are

individual in the f inaJ. product, this created an increase in
the aspect ratio, to say 100, and thus an increase in the

flexural strength of the mix.

¿.

2

L

6.
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Steel fibres come in various types. For the straight
fibres, the rate used in one study lneference No. 55] was

140 pounds of fibres (with a I/ð ot 60) to one cubic yard of
concrete. Àssuming that the concrete weighed 150 pounds per

cubic foot, this would mean that the percentage of fibres
used by weight was 3.5 percent to the !¡eight of concrete
used.

The information presented in the above preliminary 1it_
erature search was used to determine the kind of materials
and the range of proportions to use in making a clay mortar.
This information was applied to the experimentâl progran.

3,1.2 The Materials and their prooortions Used

Guided by the preliminary Iiterature search and the neèd to
satisfy the properties for a good qual-ity mortar listed in
Àppendix À, five types of materiaLs were used in the clay
mortar experimental program. The materials were: 1) clay
(containing some silt), 2) sand, 3) fibres, 4) Iime, and 5)

v¡ater. AIso through the guidance of the preliminary Iitera_
ture search, various combinations of these materials were

mixed together so as to find what effect each type of
material had. This was done by keeping aII the materials
but Èhe materiaL in study in constant proportion in any

given set of mixes.

In the clay mortar program, the material quantities
nere proportioned by weight. The amount of rnaterial used
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was expressed as a percentage of the amount of clay (dry

solids weight) used. In each case, the amoun! of clay used

r,¡as taken as unity, If needed, at ihe completion of the

tests, the recommended proportion of each type of material
can be converted to an equivalent volumetric proportion.
Volumetric measurement. may be more applicable for field con-

struction use. Since the degree of f iì,1ing a container can

differ, especially for clay and fibres, a singl-e conversion

may not be va1id. Personalized conversion factors would be

requ i red .

3 ,1 .2.1 C).ay

The term clay as used throughout this investigation was

taken as a soil which is mostly composed of clay with some

silt. Appendix B gives more detail of the clays used in
this program.

The primary intention of using clay as the main con-

stituent of a mortar for stackwall construction was to pro-
vide a mortar that is lon in cost and more readity accessi-
b1e, especially in remote situations. with t.hese

characteristics, partial fulfillment of the property of
economy is provided.

It is known in the field of soil mechanics that clay
has the characteristics of releasing its attained moisture

s1ow1y due to it.s grain structure composition upon drying
out. This r{as seen as a means of providing a supply of
water for chemical reaction over a long period of time.
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Clay aLso has the qualities of cohesion and of being

able to withstand compressive loads up to a certain degree,

possibly satisfying the respective properties of bond and

strengLh (compressive, tensile and transverse) . Relative to
a cemen! mortar, clay was foreseen to have a more modest but

presumably adequate strêngth and to be Lov¡er in density and

rigidity. Wilh lhese relative qualities, the clay nor!ar
should then have adequate elasticity and flexibility for
stackwall construct ion.

On the negative side, cLay's properly of high cohesive-

ness presents a problem of low workability in terms of mor-

tar. Àlso, clay alone undergoes volumetric changes as the

resulb of changes in moisture. An increase in clay moisture

is accompanied by swel-ling and a decrease is accompanied by

shr inkage.

Depending upon the composition of the clay used, efflo-
rescence may or may not present a problem (see Àppendix A).

The mortar property of autogenous healing was presumably to
be non-existant in clay alone.

The property of durabiliLy of a clay mortar is another

questíon of importance but this question is beyond the scope

of this thesis. No problems were foreseen r¡ith the property

of appearance of a cl.ay mortar.

The clay used came from the southwest part of Winnipeg,

Manitoba. This material had been previously dug up about
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six months prior to Ehe start of mixing and stored in sealed

heavy plastic bags. CIay from two different bags had to be

used to complete the volume of testing, CIay from the first
bag, designated as SoiI No. 1, was used for Mix Nos. 1 to 5

whiLe the second bag, designated as Soil No. 2, was used for
Mix Nos. 6 to 11.

Although the clays came from the same area and depths

of 1 to a maximum of 10 feet, but from different boreholes,

soil property testing was carried out on both sampìes. The

tests showed both of the soil samples to be a silty clay
with a plasticity index of approximately b0 percent. For a

complete summary of the soil lesting done, see Appendix B.

In general, the two soils were shown to have only slight
variations in the properties tested.

Clay was intended to be the main constituent of a clay
mortar. The weight of clay used in each mix was al-ways

taken as unity; this weight was the weight of the dry solids
only, excluding the moisture. The materials other than the

clay were taken as a percentage of the dry clay weight.

3,1 ,2.2 Sand

Apart from the mention of sand in the preliminary literature
search, the use of sand in this work was first anticipated
to improve the workability of clay as a mortar. The

improvenent should be obtained from the fact that sand has

no cohesion (littte tendency to stick together) and that the
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particles are usuaLLy rounded or sub-angular rock fragments

that may act like little baIl bearings.

Sand was also introduced into the mix in the hope of
improving cLay's poor mortar property of large volumetric
changes. In reference to conventional- cenent-lime mortars,
the sand should be weIl-graded2 to minimize shrinkage [57,
p.231), Àlso, the more sand that is used in a conventional
norLar, the more the initial shrinkage, the Iater drying
shrinkage and the volune changes are reduced [68, p. 181.

Directed by the preJ.iminary literature search for a

clay mortar and by the above considerations, the finest (in
terms of particle size) sand availabLe in the laboratory was

used. The sand was always in a dry state v¡ith no measurable

moisture content. SoiI testing done on the sand indicated
that it was a poorly-graded3 sand with little fines. For a

complete summary of the testing done on the sand, see Àppen-

dix C.

In the sand study,

were 20, 33.3, 45 and

relaled to the toLal dry

Sand was used throughout

the proportions of sand examined

60 percent. These percentages are

weight of clay solids in the mix.

aII of the mixes.

Well-graded was
sense i.e. it
or of a range of
rng.

used in Reference 57 in the geological
is soil material of predominantly one-size
sizes with some intermediate sizes miss-

Poorly-graded is used in this thesis in terms of soiltesting i.e. it is soil material predominantly of onesize. or a range of sizes with somè intermediale sizes
mlss1ng.
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3.1.2.3 Fibres

Fibres have been used to strengthen a v¡eaker matrix for many

centuries. For clay mortar, fibre !¡as seen to be needed as

a binding agent or to act as a stabilizer for the cJ.ay with
the sand. In addition it was looked upon as possibly bring-
ing about positive changes to ¿he properties of strength,
elasticity and flexibility, durability and volumetric

changes .

The possibility of improving the strength, elasticity
and flexibility and durabitity stems from the literature [8,
41 , 42, 55, 591 on fibre reinforced concrete. In addition,
research [8, 41, 42, 55, 59] in fibre reinforced concrete

bave shown the concrete to have: 1) crack arresting proper-

ties, and 2') higher toughness (better energy absorption
capacity).

The preliminary 1ilerature search done on clay used as

a building material indicated that if no form of fibres is
present, excessive volumetric shrinkage along with bad

cracking would take place during and after the drying pro-
cess of the mortar.

Flax straw (see Definitions -- "flax") was used as the

source of fibres. A group of flax straw is illustrated in
Photograph 2; individual strands of flax straw composing

such a group is shown in pholograph 3. FIax straw has the

characteristic of not decomposing easily Ìrhereas cereal
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grain straw or hay (dried grass) does; this is a positive
aspect vrith respect to the property of durability. The

oilseed flax has been under cuLtivation from prehistoric
time and is still today. Fl-ax stran can becorne readily

Gnoup
0r

Fl¡x Srnrvl
:

Photograph 2: Group of Flax Straw

available wherever grain farming takes pJ.ace.
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l

lnorv¡ou¡r- Srn¡uos
0r

Fu¡x Srn¡r^l
',i

Photograph 3:
of FLax SL raw

Individual St rands

Oblainable from the flax straw, by a process known as
dewetting, are threadLike fibres commerciaLly used to make

linen cloth. These fibres are remarkable for their fine
texture, great strength and durability. In this thesis, the
¡vord "fibres" will be used synonymously for the term ,,f lax
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straw". Àppendix D takes a Look at sone of the characteris-
tics of the flax strat¡ used.

In the fibre study, the proportion of fibre (flax
strar¡) used in the experiments was 1.0, 1.75, 2.5 and 5.0
percent. These figures are percentages of the total dry
weight of clay solids in the mix. Fibres were used through-
out aLl of the rnixes.

3.1 .2.4 L,ine

"Tested by time" -- (¡lational Lime Àssociation), lime in
conventional mortars has been shown to bring ou! the good of
all lhe essential. properties of a good quality mortar listed
in Appendix À. Although the strength decreases as the
amount of Lime is increased, adeouate strength rather than
higher strèngth should be sought.

Lime r.ras incorporated in the cJ.ay mortar in ant ic ipa_
tion that it would bring out.the same positive effects as it
does in a conventional mortar, or at least to inprove the
properties that clay alone Lacked as a mortar (see Àrticle
3.1.2.1 , Clay).

In particular, lirne could chemicall-y bring about the
property of autogenous healing (see Àppendix E). Lime's
capability of chernically stabilizing clay could mean that
clay mortar nay become stabilized against shrinkage and

swelling (volumetric changes). This chemical reaction would

aLso harden the clây through a cornplex cementing reaction.
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Throughout the clay mortar testing a high_calcium
hydrated (slaked) Iime, Brand A (see Àppendix E for details)
was used. In the lime study, the proportion of lime used in
the experiments was 0.0, 3.0, 4,5, 6.0 and g,0 percent.
These percentagès refer to the total dry weight of clay
solids in the mix.

3. 1 .2.5 Water

The purpose of using water with the clay mortar was to
improve the property of workability. Àt the same time, the
amount of r,rater used was to be kept to a minimum since clay
expands nhen wetted and shrinks when it dries. From this,
the mixes were stiffer (less workabte) than a conventional
mortar (10s Eo 11i% flow), but to the point where it was

felt to be workable enough to use in stackwaLl construction.

The source of vrater came from the cold v¡ater tap of the
laboratory which in turn is supplied by the city of Win-
nipeg, Man i toba.

The amounl of water added h'ithin each sets of tests and

from set to set was so as to make the workability about the
same throughout. The amount of water in the clay mixes was

expressed as the moisture content (abbreviated as m.c.),
reported as â percentage of the totaL dry weight of clay
solids in the mix.
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In the clay mortar testing program,
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11 di f ferent mixes were

prepared, moulded and tesled, An extra mix was created with
Mix No, 5 by mouJ.ding a second set of specimens which were

moisture cured; this set of specimens was counled as Lhe

twelfth mix. t'rom these mixes, four different studies were

derived. The studies were: 1) lime study, 2) sand study,
3) fibre study, and 4) moisture curing study. Based on the
proportions tested, the purpose of the Lime, sand and fibre
studies was to determine which proportions would be most

favourable for a clay mortar. The purpose of the moisture
curing study ¡vas to find the effects of moisture curing a

mix as compared to the same mix that was air-dried; moisture
curing involved the first two weeks of drying in the mois-
ture room and the last ttro weeks in the taboratory air.

3.1.3.1 Preparation of Èhe Materials
Since the objective of studying a clay mortar was to create
an on-hand material that would be convenient to use in con-
struction, the preparation of the materials was kept as sim_

ple as possible. This meant that as little as possible was

done to the individual materials before weighing and incor-
porating them into the mix. The reason for this was to sim-
ulate a remote area as closely as possible and hence involve
as little technical eguipment as possible.
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Of the five materials used to make a clay mortar, only
the flax straw/fibres needed preparation before it was used

in the mix. Flax stravr, depending on the variety and how it
is cut in the field, comes in various lengths. Assuming an

average cut Length of about 20 inches, this tength ¡,¡a s defi-
nitely too long to use in a mortar. In addition, the morlar
test specimens were to be two-inch cubes which would indi-
cate that the maximum al-lowable length shouLd be limited to
around one and one-haIf inches to prevent problerns during
the moulding procedure.

To determine what length of flax stravr/fibres to use,

an aspect ratio (length to diameter -- 1/d) study was car-
ried out and reported in Appendix Ð. From this study, it
was decided to use a length of one inch, producing an aver-
age aspect ratio of 18. Hence, preparatory work was

involved to cut the flax straw/fibres to one-inch lengths
(ehotograph 4). Of the methods tried, the most favourable
method for this work was simpLy the use of a sharp pair of
household scissors. See Appendix D for further details on

the preparation of the flax straH/fibres.

The clay was used as if it had just been dug out of the
ground (ehotograph 5, page 26). In the 1aboratory situa-
tion, this was accompLished by keeping the clay in thick
plastic bags to preserve the natural moisture content. The

moisture content of the clay itself was taken at regular
intervals so as to keep track of the initial amount of vrater
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Photograph 4: Flax Strar¡ CutOne-Inch Lengths

in a mix. It was foreseen to be beneficial to prevent the
clay fron drying out as it would becorne very stiff, rnaking
it difficuLt to form into a r¡orkable paste with the oLher
components. The sand, rime and wat.er were arso used in the
mixes ¡r i thout any preparation.
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3.1 .3.2 Míxing and Moulding

The procedure used in mixing and mouJ.ding the clay mortar
test specimens was followed closei.y from mix to mix. FoI-
lowing are the steps used:

Set up the mixing apparatus, which consisted of a

plastic mixing tray, a cast iron pestle (one used in
soil testing for breaking up the aggregations of soit
particles -- see photograph B-1 , page 297), a mortar
trowel and a rnetal scraper to do the mixing.
weigh enough proportioned materials (clay, sand,
fibres and estimated water) to make approximately
five, two-inch cube specimens (two more than
required).

Start out mixing by placing alf of the measured cJ.ay

into lhe mixing pan (photograph 5, shows Clay No. 1

at this stage; Clay No. 2 was sinilar in appearance).

Gradually mix in al1 of the dry sand with enough

water to blend it with t.he clay.
Ram the mixture in Step No. 4 throughly three times
with the pestle to make it free of soil aggregations.
Gradually mix in the fibres (f1ax straw) along with
more water. The nix at this stage, which is to be

fermented later, was alLowed to be stiff; while mix-
ing, adequate workability at this point tvas deter-
mined when furrowing 9¡ith the mortar trowel was pos-

sible with about three times the effort as it is ¡,¡ith

2.

5.

t

6.
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Photograph 5: Soiì. (CIay No. 1) asit was Introduced into ã Cfay troi_tar Mix

a conventional mortara (see Definitions). In this
study, the moisture content at this point was between
90 and 110 percent,

Convent ional mor ta r
the flow test.

has a f lov¡ of 105 to 115



'7 Mix throughly the mixture

tar trowel- f or 10 minutes

to help break down the

flax straw (ehotograph 6,

27

with the pestle and/or mor-

to make the rnix unif orm and

individual fibres from the

shows clay mortar Mix No" 2

W

Photograph 6: CIay Mortar Mix No.
Prior to Fermentation

2 wíthout Lime

8.

at this stage).

Let the mixture in Step

plastic container for at

ature.

Repeat Step No. 1.

7 ferment in a sealed

48 hours, room temper-

No.

least

o
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to10. If no lime were to be added to the mix, proceed

Step No. 12.

11. weigh out the required proportion of lime and an

estimated amount of water that would be needed to
blend the dry lime lÌith Lhe fermented mix.

'1 2. Put the fermented mix into the plas!ic mixing tray,
13. If no lime were to be added to the mix, proceed to

Step No. 15.

14. Gradually add all of the lime to the fermented mix;

at the same time, enough water is added so lhat at
the end, furrowing with the mortar trowel was possi-

ble with about twice the effort as it is with a con-

ventional mortar ( see Definitions).
15. Finish mixing the mixture throughly with the mortar

trowel and/or pestle for 10 minutes (photograph 7,

shows clay mortar Mix No. 2 furrowed at this stage).
'1 6. Proceed with the flow test (photograph 8, shows clay

mortar Mix No. 2 r,¡ith a resultant flow of 53 per-

cent). The flow test was done folloning the proce-

dure given in CSÀ Standard A8-1970, Masonry Cement,

Section 7.9, Determination of Flow of Mortars [15].
Given the laboratory facilities, however, some devia-

tions were necessary; these changes are discussed

later.
17. Mould 3 two-inch cube test specimens following the

procedure specified in CSÀ Standard À8-1970, Masonry

Cement, Section 7.11, Determinalion of Compressive



Photograph 7: CIay
Àfter Being Furrowed

Mortar Mix No. with Lime

Strength, Subsections 7.11.1 to 7.11.5 [15]. Due to
the nature of the clay mortar however, some devia-
tions were made; these changes are discussed Iater.

Step No. I specified the mixture should ferment for at
least 48 hours. Actual fermentation period of each mix is
listed in Table I. Mix No. 8 had the shortest fermentation
period at 59 hours whiLe Mix No. 6 had the longest at 117

hours. The average fermentation period of aLl the clay mor-

tar mixes was 79 hours or approximately three days.
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Photograph
After FÌow Test

Clay Mortar Mix No.
-- 53% FloB'

2 with Line

With respect to Step No. 16, compromising changes were

made to the flow test since the f l-ow table and the accessory

apparatus for testing the flow of mortar were not available
in the laboratory. Instead, the flow table used in concrete

testing ¡ras utilized. The basic difference between the two

tables is t.hat the mortar f lor,¡ table has a table top diame-

ter of 10 inches and a thickness of 0.3 inch ¡,¡hiIe the con-

cretê flow table has a top diarneter of 30 inches and a mea-

sured thickness of 0.34 inch. From the difference in size,
it was assumed thaL the concrete flow table al.so weighed
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Table I

Ferrentatlon Pe¡ I od
CIay llortan lllxe8

of

Mix
No.

Fermentation Per l od
( hour s )

1

2

4

5

,l

I
o

10
11

72
77
70
61
84

t17
60
59
77
89
98

Average 19

more than the required nine-pound mortar floH lable. À1so,

the top of the concrete flow table did not have scribe lines
or meet the requirement of being free of surface defects.

Àlso not availablè, was the rnortar flow table mould

detail-ed in Subsection 7.9.2 of CSÀ Standard À8-1970,

Masonry Cement 1151 . The mould used instead was the top

part of a Proctor compaction unit that is used in soil test-
ing laboratories for compaction tests. DetaiI dimensions of

this nould is shoçn in Figure 1. The dimensions of the two

moulds are similar except the non-standard mould used does

not laper !o the top dimension of 2.75 inches. Instead the
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diameter of the mould remains constant at 4.0 inches.

Height of the non-standard mould is also one-eighth of an

inch higher than the standard mould.

Àl-so, the standard mould is made of bronze or brass and

the weight is specified to be less than !h'o pounds in Sub-

section 7.9.2 of CSÀ À8-1970 [15] and a! the same time is
shown to have a minimum weight of two pounds [15, p. 31].
With the non-standard mould, the material ¡,¡a s steel and it
weighed 2.45 pounds. To measure the flow, a ruler marked in
sixteenths of an inch was used in place of the flow table
cal-iper stipulated in Subsection ?,9.3 of CSA À8-f970 [15].
Photograph 9 shows the ftow test table and equipment with
the non-standard mould.

With respect to Articles 7.9.5.1 and 7.9.5.2 of CSA

À8-1970 [15], each of the two Layers of mortar placed in the

flow table mould should be tamped 20 times. Due to the

designed lower workabitity of the clay nortar, the larger
top area of the mould dnd the possible formation of a two-
planed packed mass [63, p. 3], each layer was instead tamped

80 times so as to ensure uniform filling of Èhe mould.

After the second layer was t.amped, the excess mortar was cut
off to a plane surface; this was accomplished by moving a

piece of Plexiglas (sized so as to fit the slot on top of
the mould -- see Figure 1, page 33) in a circular motion.

As mentioned earlier, procedure igas varied from Àrticles
7.9.5.3 and 7.9.5.4 of CSÀ A8-1920 [15] , in rhat fLow was



T\./o Angle Bracket s
(I-L/z"x3/4"xL/4tt)
tlelded on for Use with
Compaction Unít

lfaterial: Steel
Weight: 2 .45 l-bs.

Scale:

diam, r/4" 3/4"

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

Figure 1: Non-Standard Mortar Flow Table Mould
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Photograph 9: Flow Test Tabl-e and Equipment with
Non-Standard MouId

considered adequate at about half the workability of conven-

tional mortars and the mortar was remixed by hand, not

machine, after the flow test.

With reference to Step No. 17, the changes made to CSÀ

À8-1970 t15l were with respect to Àrticles ?.11.3,2,
7.11.4. 1, and Subsection 7.11.5. It is specified in Article
7.11.3.2 that the outside contact Line of the moulds and

base plate be nade water-tight by the application of a mix_

ture of paraffin and rosin or paraffin alone. This was not
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done as it was assumed that the moulds with the interior
faces coated with oiI provided an adequate seal.

Àrticle 7.11.4.1 states that the time between comple-

tion of first mixing and start of moulding should not exceed

three and one-haIf ninutes. In the actuaL laboratory work

it r,¡as found dif f icult not to exceed this time Iimit.

Subsec!ion 7.11.5 specifies that the test specimens are

to be stored continuously under moist conditions. However,

to simulate the as-used conditions more precisely, the clay
mortar specimens were air-dried under 1aborâtory conditions
with no period of moist curing (with one exception -- Mix

No. 5). with Mix No. 5, a second set of three specimens

were moulded and moist-cured for about 15 days to investi-
gate if any difference(s) would occur in the mortar proper-
ties. The air-dried specirnens were removed from their
moulds at the approximate age of three days while the moist-
cured set was removed after eight days.

Overa1l, Step Nos. 3 Eo 7 inclusive can be classified
as the pre-fermentation rnixing period with Step Nos. 12 Eo

15 inclusive as t.he post-fermentation mixing period. Shown

in Table II, is the time of mixing for each mix. The total
mixing time shown in this table is the addition of the above

two mixing periods. Mix Nos. 1 to S can be classified as a

Iearning period in which initiat experience was gained in
mixing a clay mortar; evidence of this is shown in the
higher total mixing tines for these mixes.
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Irllxing

Table ¡I

Tlre of Clay ¡lortar lllxes

Àlix
No.

Pre-F e rrìe ntat i on
Mixing Per i od

(ninutes )

Po s t -Ferment at i on
Àlixing Per i od

( m i nutes )

Total ¡li xi ng
Tine

( nl nute s )

I
2
\'
4
5

6
7

I
o

10
11

55
50
65
65
ô0
40
40
35
35
40
25

10
25
35
30
30
25
20
20
15
l5
20

65

100
95
90
65
60
55
50
55
45

Average 4ô 22 69

The highest and 1o\,¡est pre-fermentation mixing period

and total mixing time took place with Mix Nos. 3 and 11

respectively; the highest and lowest post-fermentaÈion rnix-

ing period took place with Mix Nos. 3 and 1 respectively.
Based on all of the 11 clay mortar mixes, lhe average pre-
fermenLation mixing period, post-fermentation mixing period

and the total mixing time were 46, 22, and 69 minutes

respec t i veIy.

In addition to the total rnixing time of a clay mortar

rnix, is the testing and moulding Èime. The testing time is
the time it took Èo perform the f l-ow and moisture conÈen!
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tests while the moulding time was the time it took to mould

three two-inch cube specimens. Summation of the total mix-

ing time and the testing and moulding time was ca1led the

"toÈal preparation time" of a mix. The total preparation

time along with its components for each clay mortar mix is

Tab¡e III

Tota¡ PrrDaratlon Tlrcl
of C¡ay ltortap lllxes

Mix
No.

Total lrtlxing
Tirne2

( ni nutes )

TestingS and
Moulding Ti rne

( n i nutes )

Total Preparat i on
Tine I

(minutes )

1

2

3
4

5
6
7
I
I

10
11

65
?5

100
95
90
65
60
55
50
56
45

135
70
'to
70
60
55
60
35
60
50
50

200
145
170
16õ
150
120
120
90

110
105
95

Average 69 ô5 134

1Th" tir" requlred to nlx, perforn the flow test, obtain Doisture
content sanples and to nould three two-lnch cube speci,nens.

Zobtained fron Table II, page 36.

3Flon and Dtoistune content tests.

listed in Table Irr.
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As with the total mixing time, the initial mixes

reguired a longer testing and moulding time until some

experience was gained. This is evident with Mix No. t hav-

ing the Largest testing and moulding time of .1 35 minutes

while the later Mix No. I took the least time of all mixes

at 35 ninutes. The average totaL preparation time of all
the 11 clay mortar mixes was 134 minutes.

Throughout the mixing and moutding procedure, moisture

contents were taken. The stages at which measurement of
moisture content took place were: 1) before fermentation;
2) after fermentation, but before the addition of Iime; 3)

after the addition of 1ime, but before the flow test and

moulding; and 4) after the flow test and rnoulding. Moisture

content measurements at Stages Nos. 1, 2, and 3 v¡ere not

taken for every mix. The purpose of these three measure-

ments was to determine the efficiency of the sealed contain-
ers (plasLic ice cream pails with double plastic wrap and

the pail's lid placed on top) used for the fermentation
stage along r¡ith the moisture content loss at the various
stages of mixing and moulding. The moisture cont.ent at
Stage No. 4 nas taken for every mix to deter¡nine the total
moisture loss from the start of nixing, and to report the
moisture content of the mix.
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3. 1 .3.3 Pre-Testing Measurements and preparation

From the day of moulding to the day of testing, a careful
watch on each of the mix's specimens took place. The pri-
mary concern r,¿ith the cl,ay mortar was shrinkage. To monitor

the shrinkage, voJ-umetric measurements v¡ere taken for aI1 of

the specimens at the approximate drying ages of 1/2, 1, 2,

3, and 4 weeks.

Vo1ume of each cube was obtained by multiplying the

average length, width, and height. The average length and

width were each based on three measurements taken at the

top, middle and bottom of the cube while the average height

was based on three measurements laken at the left, middle

and right hand side of the cube. See Figure 2 for details
of these measurements. To identify the specimens, the mix

and cube number were painted on the original top surface.

The specimen number was painted smaller than the mix number

for distinguishing purposes. Measurement was made with a

set of calipers capable of measuring to the nearest thou-

sandth of an inch. Time required !o perform the nine mea-

surements on each cube was approximately five minutes.

During the volumetric shrinkage measurements, it was

observed that upon drying, the surfaces of the cubes rarely
remained flat. The surfaces usually became concave, convex

or bumpy. With surfaces of this kind, a significant error
in volume measurement !¡as seen when using calipers, as Lhe

calipers could nol follow the irregular surface area pre-
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Cube No.

Mix No, Top

MÍddle

Bot tom

Points of
Measurement for
Length and Width

^/\Lenet\/,. ./\

\I.¡idrh

Cube No.

Míx No. .tf
Heigh t

2
\ *rrn,

\i::l Points of
Measurement
HeÍghl

Figure 2: Nunbering System and Points of Measurenent of
Mortar Cube Speeimens
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cisely. In spite of this, calipers were used throughout
r¡ith a correction factor applied later. The correction fac-
tor r,¡as derived from a more precise bu! time-consuming

method of vJater di splacement .

Ðuring the water displacement procedure it was desir-
able not to get the specimens v¡et. To prevent this, each

specinen was wrapped up tightly in aluminum foil and then

seaLed with a coat of wax. The aluminum foil not only pro-
vided a partial seal from the waler but also gave an easy

and quick way of unwrapping the wax from the specinen.

Final1y, the volume of the aluminum foiL and wax (also mea-

sured by Ì¡ater displacement ) was subtracted to get the vol-
ume of t.he specimen alone.

The equipment used to measure the water displacèment

was a 1,000 or 2,000 miIli. Iitre (mI . ) graduated cylinder
plus a 100 ml . graduated cyJ.inder. Graduations on each of
the cylinders were 10, 20, and 1 ml . respectiveLy. The

larger cylinders were used as the displacement containers.
When the specimen did not fit in the 1,000 ml . cylinder, the
2,000 mI. cylinder was used. The 100 ml . cylinder was used

to bring the final ¡{ater level of the 1arger cylinder up to
the nearest 10 or 20 ¡nI . division respectively. This way

the 100 mI. cylinder gave volune readings to the nearest
mi1lilitre.
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Às stated earlier, during the drying stage, the speci-
mens did not remain in a perfect cube shape with planar
sides. Instead, they developed sides that Ìrere either con-

cave, convex or rough with bumps. Since these kinds of sur-
faces wouLd create an uneven stress distribution during the

conpression test and to comply with Subsection 7.11.g of CSe

À8-1970 [15], it was necessary to sand the specimens just
prior to testing. Sanding was done so as to make the: 1)

loading surfaces (original moui.ded top and bottom) plane; 2)

top loading surface parat lel to the bottom 1oading surface;
and 3) top loading area egual to the bottom loading area.

The sanding was done so as to minimize the amount of
rnaterial removed. Sanding was performed with a motorized
belt and disc table sander. Table IV shows the amount of
time spent in sanding per mix; each mix had a set of three
specinens. The amount of time spent in sanding was propor-
tional firstly to the hardness of the material and secondly

to the experience with the procedure. This is evident with
Mix No. 1 which was a very hard materiaL to sand and was Lhe

first set of specimens sanded down; it had a sanding time of
390 minutes. Photograph 10 shows the specimens of clay mor-

tar Mix No. 1 after being sanded. Tovrards Mix No. 11, the

sanding time decreased due to the materiat being consider-
ably easier to sand down and due to the familiarity in the

sanding procedure. Numerically, this trend can be seen in
Table IV; the Lowest recorded sanding times (33 and 35 min-
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utes) occurred with Mix Nos.9, 10, and 11 which were sanded

Table Iv

Tlre Speut ln Sandlng
clay llortar SpecirgnE

Iilix
No.

T lne
(mlnutes )

1

2
3
4
5A
5B
ô
,l

I
9

10
11

390
80
80
80
46
45
45
45
45
33
33
35

Iast.

3.1 .3.4 Conpreeaion Tcating Equipmcnt

The testing machine used for loading the clay mortar speci-
mens in compression was a Riehle universal screw-gear type,
with a totaL loading capacity of 60,000 pounds (photograph

11). This machine mel the specifications of CSÀ Standard

À8- 1970, Masonry Cement , Subsection 7 .11 .6, Testing Machine

t15l . To assure the accuracy of the indicated load of ti.0
percent called for in Àrticle 7.11,6.2 of CSA À8-1970 [15],
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Photograph 10: Clay Mortar Mix No,
Àfter Being Sanded

l Spec imens

the loading range of the testing machine Has set at the Low-

est range of 3r000 pounds, with a scal-e division reading of
5 pounds. This range proved satisfactory with the highest
Ioad occurring at 2,137 pounds, therefore using 71 percent

of the scale.

To measure the deformation, a standard Mitutoyo defor-
mation gauge was placed between lhe load insensitive table
(Iower part of the testing machine) and the load-sensitive
crosshead (ehotograph 12) or above the load-sensilive



Photograph 1l:
Pounds Capac i ty )
Spec imens

Riehle Testing Machine (6O,0OO
Used to Test the CIay Mortar

crosshead ( lhotograph

gauge used had either
ment. The respective

0.001 inch and 0. 01

betr¡een the divisions
dec imal place.

16, page 70). For any given test, the

Imperial or metric units of measure-

scale divisions on these gauges were

millimetre. Deformation readings

were further estimated to the next
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Photograph 12: Àpparatus for
tion Measurement (Dial Gauge)
imens

'1

Loading and De forma-
of Clay Mortar Spec -

3.1 .3.5 Compression Testíng Procedure

Subsection 7.11.7 of. CSA À8-1970 [15] states that a set of
tests are to be taken at the age of seven and 28 days. In
the clay mortar study, onLy t.he 28-day test was sought.

Since the final pre-testing measurements and preparation
started around the 28-day age, the actual testing took place

after 28 days. The age at the time of testing for each mix

was recorded with the respective results.
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With the cube specirnens prepared as described in Àrti-
cIe 3.1.3.3 above, every cube ¡,¡a s carefully placed in the

testing machine at the centre of the upper and 1ower bearing
block (Photograph 12). No cushioning or bedding material
was used. The original moulded top faced the load-sensitive
crosshead (after the completion of the testing however, it
was discovered that a misunderstanding of Subsection 7.11.9,
Testing Operations, of CSÀ A8-1970 [15] took place). Sub-

section 7 .11 .9 of. CSÀ À8-1970 [15] states that the load

shall be applied to the cube faces that were in contact ¡,¡ith

the true plane surfaces of the mould. This means that the

load should of been applied to two of the original sides of
thê cubes, not the top and bottom.

The rale of loading was applied at a rate ¡vhich the
deformation readings could be taken conveniently throughout.
This rate $¡as considerably slower than the 4,000 pounds per

square inch per minute rate stated in Subsection 7.11.9 of
CSA À8-1970 t151 . The actual time spent in testing each

cube is recorded !¡ith its respective resulls.

In the actual testing, two people were involved; one

person operated the testing machine and at the same time

calling for deformation readings at a regular increment of
loading. Recording of the data was done by the person oper-
ating the testing machine.



3. 1 .3.6 Error Ànalysis

The three areas of error analysis investigated
weighed materials, 2) voLumetric rneasurements

and 3) compression testing.
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¡,¡ere: 1 )

(shrinkage),

t0.0 05 gram and

material we i ghed

1. Weighed llaterials
ÀIl of the materials used as components of the mixes

were proportioned by weights with the use of a weigh

scale with gradations of 0.01 gram. The same kind of
scale was used for the determination of moisture con-

tents and in the soil testing, This was the teast sen-

sitive scale used throughout aII of the testing.
Àssuming a maximum weighing error
relative to the smallest quantity

of

of
(fLax strãw) which was 5.04 grams, this represents a

maximum error of t0.1 percent. From the above discus-
sion on the accuracy of the weighed materials, reguire-
ments of Subsec!ion 7.2.2, Àccuracy of Scales and

Weights, of CSÀ À8-1970 [15] were met.

2. volurnetr ic Meaaurernents (Shrinkage)

To neasure the volume of the specimens, lwo methods

were used: 1) calipers, and 2) water displacenent.
Although a high error was foreseen in using calipers
(for reason, see Àrticle 3.1.3.3 above), this error was

corrected by taking a finaL volume reading v¡ith both of
the methods to form a correction factor. The correc-
tion factor was calculated by assuming the volume
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obtained by vrater displacement to be accurate to the

true volume. This correction factor was then applied
to all of the previous catiper measurements of the
given mix.

VoLumes obtained through the water displacement

nethod were always Lovrer than that through the caliper
method. The lowest and highest differences measured

rrere seven and 23 percent respectiveJ.y.

The volume obtained through the water displacement

method was recorded to the nearest millilitre (see

Article 3.1.3.3 above). Horrever, due to the largeness
of the displacement containers (1,OOO and 2,000 ml .

cylinders), accuracy of 12 ml . r\'as assumed. With the
Lowest vol-ume of a specimen measured at 62 miIIilitres,
this represents a maximum error of É3.2 percent.

3. Conpression Test ing

With the load indicator dial of the testing machine

having a scale division of 5 pounds, it was assumed

that the load readings Here accurate to t1 pound. The

lowest Load applied s'ith faiture was 684 pounds whii.e

the lowest division of load applied between deformation
readings was 25 pounds. With respect to these figures,
the respeclive rnaximum percentage of error are t0.15
and t4.0 percent.
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The Imperial and metric deformation gauges used

had scale divisions of 0.001 inch and 0.01 miLlimetre

respectively. Correspondingly, the readings were taken

to the nearest 0.0001 inch and 0.001 millimetre. Àccu-

racy of these readings though ¡,rere assumed as 10.0005

inch and 10.005 millimetre. The lov¡est deformations at
f ail-ure wi!h respect to each gauge were 0.0430 inch and

0.96 millimetre. From the assumed accuracy of the

readings and these deformations, this represents a max-

imum error of t1 .2 and 10.52 percent respectively.

3.2 LIME-SÀND MORTÀR

The term "Lime-sand mortar" as

is defined as a mortar of which

const i tuents .

used throughout thi s report
lime, sand and water are its

3.2.1 Prelininary Literat,ure Search

A preliminary literature search on lime-sand mortar ¡,ras per-

formed to find what course to take in the experimental pro-
gram. Searched for were the kinds of lime that could be

used and the possible proportions of lime and sand. This

information was attained through Reference Nos. 24, 33, 36,

37, 44, 45 and 56.

It was established that lime of various compositions

are available on the market -- high-calcium Iime, calcium

Iime, magnesium Iime, high-magnesium Iime and hydraulic
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lime. The Iime can be purchased in the quicklime (unslaked)

or in the hydrated (slaked) form. For the description of

any of these terrns, see Definitions and/or appendix E.

Depending on the kind of lime that is used, different
effècts on the mortar properties (see Àppendix A) can take

place. This is especially true if the mortars are propor-

tioned by volume ând not by the available l-ime content. In
practice, the great rna jority of the line produced is usually
either of the high-calcium or the high-magnesium type [33,
p. 1201 ; this stems from the Iimeslone's natural composition

and not the manufacturing process.

The volumetric proportion of lime to sand found pub-

Iished in the above menLioned references ranged from 1:2 to
1:12. However, most of the lirne mortars discussed and dealt
vrith centred around the proportion of I:3. Reference 36

showed favor to an interpolated proportion of 1:3.65; at
this ratio, it was observed when testing at a standard con-

sistency that the water content decreased to a minirnum which

is simultaneously the approximate point of maximun packing.

ÀIso indicated from the above references is that as the

amount of Iime is increased in a mix, the workability and

the sater retention capability of the mortar is increased

and the amount of shrinkage is decreased.

Reference 33 [Tables 43 and 48, pp. 125 and 130] has

tabulated results of tensile tests (a common test performed

in the early 1920's) performed with quicklime and hydrated
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Iime mortars. In these tests, tr.ro types of line were used,

high-calcium and magnesium Iime. Tests were conducted at
various ages up to one year. The proportion of lime to sand
(by weight) used in these tests was 1:2.

From the tensile tests stated above, littLe difference
in the tensile strength wâs noted betneen using the guick-
lime and the hydrated 1ime. Differences were however, noted

to exist when comparing the results between the two types of
Iime. The differences are as follows:

1. Àt the 28-day age, the high-calcium lime mortar ten-
sile strength exceeded that of the magnesium Iime, by

aLmost four times in the case of the hydrated lime
(30 psi. for the high-calcium and I psi. for the mag-

nesium lime).
Àfter the 28-day age, both the magnesium and the
high-calcium lime- rnortars continued to gain more

strength but the gain for the magnesium lime mortars
r¡as much more rapid.
Àt the age of four nont.hs, the tensile strength of
the magnesium Lime mortar exceeded that of the high-
calc i um 1ime.

At the age of one year, the magnesium lime mortar
developed a tensile strength about double that of the
high-calc iun lime.
In the case of the hydrated lime fnortars, from the
age of 28 days to the age of six months, the magne-

)

4.

E
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sium line gain in strength was 938 percent whiLe the
gain for the calcium lime was 66 percent.

It is believed [33, 45] that the strength of lime mor-

tar is due primarily from the hardening process of car-
bonization (see Àppendix E) of the outer layer. Since this
Iayer is nearly impervious, it retards the process of car-
bonization deeper into the mortar. For the process of car-
bonization to take place effectively some ¡noisture is essen-

tial as carbon dioxide does not react with dry lirne [45, p.

252). At the same time, the moisture level or relative
humidity should not be kept at 100 percent as the pores of
the nortar become filted with water and slows the carboniza-
tion process; a large proportion of the water in the mortar
should be allowed to evaporate [45, p. 252].

À secondary claim for the hardening of the Lime-sand

mortars, although not fully proven, is the chemical action
or combination of the time with the silica of the sand,

forming a siticate of Iirne or "Iime-silicate". This is
specifically cJ.aimed to occur when ground quicklime with
sand is subjected to either superheated or high-pressure
steam, which slakes the Lime and causes it to attack the
si. lica. Àfter the slaking process is completed, the
material is then moulded and heavily compressed. While it
may be true that the above chemical activity may take place

to some degree, it is on the most hopeful possible basis
that at most onLy 15 percent of the rnaterial would have any
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binding properties, the remainder being merely uncombined

and inerl sand [33, pp. .1 35 to 136, assuming ]ime to be

eight percent of t.he mass and forming the richest possible

silicate, calcic siLicate -- CaO-SiOzl.

The information presented in t.he above preliminary 1it-
erature search vas used to determine the kind of materials
and range of proportions !o use in a lime-sand mortar. This

information \,¡a s then applied to the experimentaJ. program.

3.2.2 The Materials and thair Pranortiôns rtsê,ì

Ðirected by the preliminary Litèrature search, the three
materials used lhroughout all of the mixes in the Lime-sand

mortar experimentaÌ program were: 1) lime, 2) sand, and 3)

nater. It was assumed lhat these three basic materials
would satisfy the properties of a good qualihy mortar (see

Àppendix À).

In the lime-sand mortar experimenta]. program, the

material quantiLies \{ere proportioned on a volumetric basis.
However, when measuring out the quantity of materials for
the mixes, weights were used. The proportioning by volume

and using weights in the laboratory was accomplished by

assuming the average apparent densities of the hydraled Iime

and dry sand to be 35 and 100 pounds per cubic foot [45, p.

3611 rssps6tively. These density weights can be taken for
materials placed in the container with gentle shaking. By

using weights, the uncertainty in the degree of packing cre-
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ated by volumetric measurement is eliminated, Throughout

the text dealing !¡ith the lime-sand mortar, mixes are pre-

sented with respect to their equivalent volumetric propor-

tions,

3.2.2. '1 l,ime

The purpose of using ì.ime as the only cementitious material
in a mortar was to lower the initial cost relative to a côn-

ventional mortar (see Definitions). Since portland cement,

which is often higher-priced than lime, is not used in the

mortar, an economic benefit r,¡ouId be realized. Elimination
of the Portland cement would also make the mortar more

accessible since there is one less component to obtain; in
addition to this, on a world-wide basis, lime is a more

readily available material than Portland cement.

"Tested by time" -- (National Lime Association) and

from evidence in the Iiterature, lime in mortar has been

credited with providing all of the essential properties of a

good quality mortar (see Appendix A). Àtthough a straight
lime mortar may be found to have only a modèst compressive

strength, an adequate strength rather than high strength is
what is sought.

The f orrn of Iime used throughout the experimental pro-

gram was the hydrated (slaked) form. Quicklime (unslaked)

requires knowledge to slake and can be dangerous to use

because of the high heat upon contact with moisture during
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the slaking process. Due to these facts quicklime was fore-
seen to be unfavourabl,e for stackwall cônstruction.

Initially it was set out to test one set of lime-sand

mortar mixtures using a high-magnesium lime and a second set

using using a high-calcium lime. However, it was discovered

that afler alL of the mixes were mixed and moulded that an

oversight had taken place. What r¡as thought to be a high-
magnesium lime turned out to be a high-calcium Iime.

Instead of comparing the proposed results of a high-
magnesium and a high-calcium 1ime, the tests resulted in
comparing two brands names of high-calcium lime (see Àppen-

dix E).

The volumetr ic proport

sidered unity in each case.

mix was varied accordingly

proportion of sand from mix

ion of lime in each mix \,¡as con-

The weight of lime used in each

so as to change the volumetric

to mix.

3.2,2.2 Sand

The purpose of adding sand to a lime mortar is to minimize

shrinkage, for lime used alone as a binding material shrinks
greatly upon drying/hardening and would produce cracks [33,

p. 124). In the carbonization process of a lime mortar (see

Àppendix E), the sand takes no active part, it is merely an

inert material, added solely in order to prevent shrinkage

and consequent cracking [33, p. 12aJ. The sand may also be

looked upon as a material that is low in cost relative to
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low-cost f iIJ.ing material in the mortar.
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thus acting as a

The sand used throughout the lime-sand mortar mixes was

Lhe same as that used for the cLay mortar mixes. For infor-
mation on this sand, see Article 3.1.2,2, Sand. Complete

test results of the sand are in Àppendix C.

With respect to a lime voLumetric proportion of unity,
the volumetric propoit ions of sand tested were 2.0, 3.0,
3.65,4.5,5.0 and 6.0. These proportions were achieved by

changing the quantity of lime in the mix, not the sand, The

volume of sand used in each mix was calculated to be enough

to mould 30 two-inch cubes.

3 .2.2.3 g¡ater

The purpose of the water in the lime-sand mortar vras to
bring about the property of workability. Sufficient nater
was added to the mortar to create a fLow of 105 to 115 per-
cent in the flow test performed. To get a preliminary indi-
cation to the amount of water that would be needed for each

mix, reference was made to Table 10, page 100 of Gillard and

LJee tJbl .

Às with the clay mortar mixes, bhe source of water came

from the cold water Lap of the laboratory which in turn
comes from the city of Winnipeg, Manitoba. The amount of
r¡ater in the lime-sand mixes is expressed as the moisture
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content (abbreviated as m.c.), reported as a percentage.

These percentages are referred to the total dry weight of
the mortar (1i¡ne and sand).

3.2.3 Procedure

In the lime-sand nortar testing program, six different volu-
metric ratios of Iime-sand !¡ere tested. For èach volumelric
ratio, tr,ro different brands of lime were enployed, Brands À

and B (see Appendix E). From each mix, two sets of two-inch

cubes were moulded with each set consisting of three cubes;

sets one and two vrere respectivel-y for the Seven- and 28-day

compressive strength tests. On selected mixes, Left-over
dried mortar was broken up to sand size particles, remixed

and moulded as wit.h the original mixes; these mixes r¡ere

termed as remix mixes.

With the above mixes, four different sets of studies
sere undertaken. The sets were: 1) Iime-sand ratio stud-
ies, 2) remix strength studies, 3 ) seven- and 28-day

strength sludies, and 4) lime brand studies. The purpose of

the Iime-sand ratio studies was to compare the compressive

strength and failure characteristics as the lime-sand ratio
changed. To economize, the highest possible volume of sand

that could be accomnodated by a unit volume of lime was

sought. The remix strength studies provided a comparative

Iook at the compressive strength and failure characÈeristics
between a remix mix and its original mix counterpart. To
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ensure compatibility, a remix mix which behaves similarly to
the original mix is the most desirable. The seven- and

28-day strength studies provided a comparison of the com-

pressive strength and failure characteristics between the
seven- and 28-day tests of any given mix. For each l-irne-

sand ratio, lime-brand studies were performed to determine
if any differences exist in the compressive strength and

failure characteristics between lime Brands A and B (see

Àppendix E).

3.2.3.1 Preparation of the Materials
For the reasons meirtioned in the article on the clay mortar
materials, the preparation of the Lime-sand mortar materials
was also kept ninimal. Lime, sand and water -- (the three
components of the oriqinal lime-sand mortar mixes) were a1l
i.ncorporated into the mix v¡ithout initial preparation.

A form of preparation did however take place with the
renix mixes. The hardened mortar, which was in the form of
a round cake, was broken up lrith a hand held pestle las used

in soil testing -- Reference 1, page 109J (ehotograph B-1 ,
page 297). The degree of crushing was considered satisfac-
tory when 100 percent of the material passed the No. 10

sieve. If individual solid pebbles were retained on the No.

10 sieve, they were also used in the nix, as was the case in
the original mixes.
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3.2.3.2 Mixing and Moutding

Used to rnix the lime-sand mortar mixes, was the mechanical

mixing apparatus detailed in Subsection 7.8.6 of CSÀ Stan-

dard À8-1970, Masonry cement [15]. obtained from the same

Standard, Subsection 7.8.8, was lhe mixing procedure for the

mixes. À11 of the steps of this mixing procedure were fol-
lowed closely except l¡hen it came to the addition of the dry

materiaL in the remix mixes and the addition of water to all
of the mi xes.

For the remix mixes, the difference in the mixing pro-
cedure resulted from the fact that the lirne and sand were

already conbined together. So as to be similar, the total
tine spent to add and mix the lime-sand dry mixture in the

remix mixes and the total time spent in adding and mixing

the individual time and sand material in the original mixes,

were both made equal.

From the above mixing procedure it is specified in the

first step to place all of the mixing water in the mixing

bowl . In the actual mixing this was not done due to an

uncertainty in knowing how much water to add to create a mix

rrith a flow of 105 to 1 15 percent in the flow test.
Instead, about 70 to 80 percent of the total water added was

used in the first step while the remaining was added after
all of the sand was in the mix. The quantity of vrater was

adjusted until the correct consistency was obtained in the

fLow test. This usual-Iy involved going through the flow
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requi red. Photograph

average, tl¡o or

shows I ime-sand
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three times were

mortar Mix No. 16
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t-l

Photograph 13: Lime-Sand Mortar Mix No.Flow Test -- 107% FIow
16 Af ter

r,¡ith a satisfactory flow of 107 percent.

The flow test was perforned on each mix following t.he
procedure given in CSA Ag-1970, Section 7.9, Determination
of Flovr of Mortars [15] . However, due to the limitations of
the laboratory facilities, compromising changes from the
Standard were made with respect to the equipment (ftow
table, flow table mould and f 1or,¡ table calipers) used in the
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flow test. These equipment changes were discussed in Àrti-
cLe 3.1.3.2, Mixing and Moulding. Changes were also made

with respect to ArticLe 7.9.5.2 oL CSÀ A8-1920 [15].

Rather than discarding the mortar mix and starting h'ith

a fresh mix as stated by Article 7.9.5.2 of CSÀ ÀB-1970

[15], the quantity of water was altered if the mix did not

satisfy the flow requirement of 105 to 115 percent. If the

mixture was too dry, additionaL water was added and the mix-
ture was remixed for about three minutes, In the case where

the mixture was too wet, the mixture was remixed at medium

speed for a period of time (actual time ranged from 2.5 to
11 minutes) so as to alLow the energy of the mixing paddle

Lo assumably expel the moisture, reducing the flow. with
each additional triat of the flow lest, the time required to
compJ-eLe a mix was increased.

The mouLding of the test specimens was carried out fol-
lowing the procedure specified in CSÀ AB-1920, Subsection

7.11, Determination of Compressive Strength, Subsections

7.11.1 to 7.11.5 [15]. However, Articles 7 . 1 1 .3 .2 , 7 .1 1 .4 .1

and Subsection 7.11.5 were not enforced for the same reasons

as mentioned in Àrticle 3.1.3.2, Mixing and Moulding. It
was foreseen to be advantageous though to allo$¡ the freshly
moulded specimens to be placed in a moisture room for a 24

hour period so as to obtain consistent and reproducible
results IS0, p. g¿]. This satisfies the firsL part of Sub-

section 7.11.5 but not the second part which requires the
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specimens to be immersed and stored in water until tested;
atteÊ 24 hours the specimens were air dried. The specimens

were removed from the moulds at the approximate age of three
days.

The tine required to mix, perform the flow test (s) ,

obtain moisture content samples and to mould six two-inch
cube specimens (three for the seven-day test and three for
the 28-day test) was classified as the "total preparation

time". Not included in the total preparation time was the
time required to measure out the proportioned quantity of
Lime and sand. Shown in TabLe V is the total preparation

time for each of the lime-sand mortar mixes. The lowest and

highest total preparation time was 30 and 120 minutes for
Mix Nos. 23 and 17 respectively.

Although the guantity of water added to a mix was

recorded, moisture content sampling was performed immedi-

ateLy after the flow test that gave the correct fLow. The

.samp).ing melhod value was recorded as the moisture content
of the mix. This procedure accounted for any moisture loss
that may of taken p).ace during the mixing process.

¡ modified Vicat test was performed for Mix Nos. 14 and

17. The purpose of this test was to get an indication of
the tine of setting. NormaIIy the GilLnore method Isee Ref-
erence 15, pages 22 Eo 241 would be used, but this apparatus

was not ava i 1able .
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Table v

lotal Preparatlon Tlrel
of Lhe-Sand ¡lortar lllxes

Lime
tsrand

Mix
No.

1otaL Preparation Timel
( m j. nut es )

A

T2
13
14
15
16
77
1?-R

60
60
'to
85
65

120
go

B

18
19
20
20-R
2!
21-R
22
22-R

23-R

60
50
50
90
ô0
ô0
80
75
30
60

Average 69

lThe tire required to ¡ix, perforn the f¡or{ test(s), obtaln moisture
content samples and to mould six two-inch cube specimens.

The general procedure of the modified Vicat test was

obtained from Section 7.4 of CSÀ À8-1970 t151 . Modifica-
tions were done to Àrticle 7,4.3.3, Subsection 7.4.4 and in
general a lime-sand mortar was used instead of a cement

paste, Article 7.4.3.3 is said to be satisfied if t.he rod
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Isee Reference 15, page 17] settles 10 millimetres within 30

seconds after being released; in the modified test, the time

at which this settlement occurred was sought. Subsection

7.4.4 states that the v¡ater content shall be calculated as

the percentage by weight of dry cement; the moisture content
of the mix as predetermined by the flow test is the pèrcent-
age by weight of the dry lirne and sand.

3.2.3.3 Pre-Testing Measurements and preparation

To disÈinguish between the mixes and the cubes, the mix and

cube numbers were painted on the original top surface of the

specimens. A larger number represented the míx number while
the smaller number indicated the cube number. This number-

ing system is illustrated in Figure 2, page 40.

The l-ime-sand mortar tes! specimens displayed sma11

volumetric shrinkage and sides that remained plane with
exception to the top which developed a slight concave shape.

Shrinkage occurred primarily in the initial drying stage,
renaining relatively stable thereafter up to the testing
ages of seven and 28 days. Due to this stabLe behaviour, it
was decided unnecessary to perform scheduled volumetric nea-

surements as performed for the clay mortar test specimens.

Instead, a singJ.e pre-testing measurement served as the
final volumetric measurement as well as providing the dimen-

sional information reguired for the conpression test
resuLts. The volumetric measurements gave an indication of
the degree of shrinkage.
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The above measurements were performed with the use of
calipers capable of measuring to the nearest thousandth of
an inch. LittIe error in volume measurements nas seen in
using calipers, as the surfaces v¡ere flât and reguJ.ar, with
exception to the original top surface.

With the surface in the above mentioned state and with
the allowance of some curvature given by CSA A8-.l970 [f5],
Subsection 7.11.8, the lime-sand mortar test specinens were

used as-is, with no sanding or other form of preparation.

3.2.3.4 Conpression Testing Equipment

The lesting machine used in loading the lime-sand mortar
specimens in compression was a Baldwin universaL screw-gear

type, with a total loading capacity of 30r0O0 pounds (photo-

graph 14). This machine met the specifications of CSÀ Stan-

dard À8-1970, Masonry Cement, Subsection 7.'l 1.6, Testing
Machine [15], with an exception to Article 7.11 .6,3. In
this article it is partial.ly stated that the upper bearing
of the testing rnachine shall be sphericalì-y seated.

At the beginning of the cornpressive tests, Mix No. 13s

at the seven-day strength, the top and bottom loading
platens were parallel to each other with no spherical seats.
Concern for providing a spherical. seat occurred during this
early testing as it was noted that ]ocal failure at the cor-
ners and sides took place.

s Mix No. 12 ¡yas mixed after Mix No. 17.
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Pholograph 14i
Machine ( 30 ,000
Used to Test the
Spec imen s

Baldwin Test ing
Pounds Capac i ty )
Lime-Sand Mor ta r

It was not until Specimen No. 3 of Mix No. 14, at thè
seven-day test, that a spherical bottom seat was used as

illustrated in Photograph 15; also in this photograph, take

note of the paper towel on the loading surfaces and the
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displacement dial gauge pointer above the top loading

platen. To minimize the friction during any levelling move-

ment, the baIl joint of this seat was sprayed r,¡ith a sili-

cone spray. This seat was effective in compensating, when

necessary, slight differences in the height of specirnens '

With the use of the spherical bottom seat' the mode of fail-

Photograph 15:
Mortar Mixes

Loading Àpparatus for Lime-Sand

ure became more dominantly internal instead of loca I

To assure the accuracy of the indicated load of t1 .0

percent stated in article 7.11.6.2 of CSA A8-1970 [15] ' the
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loading range of the testing machine was se! at the range of
1,200 pounds with a scale division of 1 pound. This range

proved satisfactory with the highest loading occurring at
6lI pounds, therefore using 52 percent of the scale.

To measure the deformation of the specimens, two dif-
ferent methods r¡ere used. The first method employed was the

use of a standard Mitutoyo deformation gauge. This method

was used for all of the seven-day tests of the originaJ.

mixes and Remix No. I7, pl,us the 28-day tests of Mix Nos. 12

Eo 17 (both original and remix). To obtain the deforma-

tions, the gauge eas placed betr,reen the load-insensitive
table (lower part of the testing machine) and the load-
sensitive crosshead (Photograph 12, page 46) or above the

Ioad-sensitive crosshead (ehotograph 16). Units on the
gauge were Imperial with scale divisions of 0.001 inch.
Deforma!ion readings between the divisions t¡ere further
estimated to the next decimal p1ace.

The second method used in obtaining deformation read-

ings was through the use of an electronic setup using a 1in-
ear voltage displacement transducer (L.v,o.t.), (ehotograph

17). Incremental electronic digital readouts of 0.001 mil-
l-imetre were obtained with this setup (ehotograph 18). This

method was used for all of the 28-day tests starting at Mix

No. 18 and ending r,¡ith Mix No. 23 of the originaJ. mixes, and

also for aII of the seven- and 28-day tests of Remix Nos. 20

to 23.
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Photograph 16:
for Deformation
Lime-Sand Mortar

DiaI cauge Setup
Measurements of

Spec imens

3.2.3.5 Conpression Testing procedure

Complying s¡ith Subsection 7.11,7 of CSA AB-1970 [1S], for
each lime-sand mortar mix, a set of three cubes were tested
at the age of seven and 28 days, The time allowance in per_

forming the seven- and 28-day test, as specified by CSA
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Photograph 17: Linear Voltage Displacement Trans-ducer (l.V.o.t. ) Above the Top fðading platen to
Measure Deformation of Lime-Sand Mortai Specimens
-- Neighbouring Deformation DiaI Gauge U!ed forDeternining Error of L.V. Ð. T.

À8-1970 [15], is t3 and t6 hours respectively. For the
minority of Èhe tests this was not possible due to schedul_
ing problems of the testing machine or secondly the hours of
operation of the laboratory. The èxact age at the lime of
testing for each mix was recorded with the respective
results.

ÀLso stated in Subsection 7.11.7 of CSA A8-1970 [1S] is
that the specimens shaIl be removed from the storage water



Photograph 18: .Linear Voltage Ðisplacement. Trans_ducer (r,.v.p.t.) EIec!ronic oigìtal Readout __
0.001 mm,

and immediately tested. since the specimens were air-dried
(with exception to the first 24 hours), Lhis was not appli_
cable.

When preparing the lime-sand mortar specimens for the
compression test, specifications given by Subsection 7 .11 .g
of CSA A8-1970 [15] were followed.

For the actual testing operation of the specimens, Sub_

section 7.11.9 of cSA AB-1970 [15] was used as a guide with
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some changes. Continuing on from the clay morlar mixes, lhe
lime-sand mortar specimens at the start were mistakenly
tested in the position as they moulded; the moulded lop
faced upwards and the moulded bottom faced downçards. With
lhe testing started at Mix No. l3r6 it vas not until the
second specimen of Mix No. 15 at the seven-day test that the
specimens were positioned correctly. The correct position
was with the load applied to the specimen faces Chat were in
contact with the true plane surfaces of the mould; this
meant applying the load to a pair of the original sides of a

specimen. This correction r,ras deemed necessary as the
s).ight concave shape of the original top surface caused

IocaI failure along the top perimeter of the specirnen.

Àt the initial part of testing, as direc!ed by Subsec_

tion 7.11.9 of CSÀ À8-1970 [15], no crushing or bedding
material nas used on the loaded surfaces of the specimens.

This took place at the start of testing at Mix No. ,l36

until the second spec imen of Mix No. 15 at the seven-day
test. Àt this point it was advised by the laboratory tech-
nician that a paper towel should be used on both of the
loading surfaces when testing mortar specimens; this proce-
dure was followed for the remaining specimens.

6 l'!ix No. 12 ças mixed after Mix No. 12.
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The rate of loading was such that the deformation read-

ings could be taken at a convenient rate throughout. Simi-
lar to the clay mortar project, this rate turned out to be

considerably slower than that called for by CSÀ A8-1970

[15], Subsection 7,11.9. The acLuaL time spent in testing
each specimen is recorded with their respective results.

When the testing involved the use of the deformation
gauge, th'o peopLe were involved as described for the clay
mortar testing. Only one person was required however, when

using the electronic setup using L.v.D.T. readouts. This

was possible since the deformation inf ormat.ion was fed to an

electronic digital readout box which was situated at the

controls of the loading machine.

3.2.3.6 Error ÀnaIys Í s

The three areas of error analysis investigated were: 1)

weighed malerials, 2) volumetric meaSurements (shrinkage),

and 3) compression testing.

1. Weighed Mater ials
In mixing the lime-sand mortar mixes, the lime and sand

were proportioned by weight. The weigh scale used had

weight graduations of one gram, Àssuming a maximum

weigh error of 10.5 gram and relating this to lhe

smallest quantity of material weighed (lime) which was

368 grams, this represents a maximum error of 10.1 per-
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When performing the moisture content tests, a

weigh scale with gradations of 0.01 gram was used. It
is assumed that this scale had a maximum error of
10,005 gram. ì,¡ith respect to the smallest measured

weight of 18.15 grams obtained in the moislure content
tests, this yields a maximum error of 10.03 percent.

From the above discussion on the accuracy of the
weighed materials, reguirements of Subsection 7 .2.2,
Àccuracy of Scales and Weights, of CSA AB-1970 [15]
were met.

2. Volunetric Measurenents ( Shr inkagê )

Calipers were used to measure indirectly the volumetric
shrinkage of each lime-sand mortar specimen. Measure-

ment capability of the calipers was to the nearest
thousandth of an inch. Little error was anticipated in
these measurements as the surfaces of the specimens

were flat and regular with exception to the original
top surface, which was slightly concaved. It was

assumed that the error created by the original top sur-
face was very smal.J.. With this assumption, a calibra-
tion check vrith t.he more time consuming but precise
water displacement method nas not performed.

3. CornpreBs ion Testing

With the load indicator dial- of the testing machine

having a scale division of 1 pound, it was felt that
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the load readings !¡ere accurate to tO.5 pound. The

lovest load applied with failure was 198 pounds whil-e

the lowest division of load applied between deformation

readings r¡as 25 pounds. with respect to these figures,
the respective maxinum percentage of error are tO,3 and

12.0 percent.

Deformations taken by the deformation gauge had

divisions of 0.001 inch. Although readings were taken

to the nearest 0.0001 inch, accuracy was assumed to be

+0.0005 inch. with respèct to the Ior,¡est deformation

read at faiLure, 0.0243 inch, this represents a rnaximum

error of 12.1 percent,

In the second method of obtaining deformations,
where an el-ectronic setup using a L.V.D.T. was used,

the apparatus was calibrated each day that tests t¡ere

performed. The calibration empJ.oyed the use of a

deformation dial gauge (ehotograph 17, page 71). By

operating the testing machine to register a given

deformation on the dial gauge and then by compar!.ng it
to the deformation registered on the electronic digital
readout, the range of error was acguired. The error
was taken as the difference bet¡¿een these two readings,
Varying with the sets of tests, the error ranged from

t0.006 to É0.012 millimetre. With the maximurn reading

error at 10.012 millimetre, the lowest defornation at
failure whiLe using the L.V.D.T. setup was 0.733 mi1-
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reading, the maximum error in the

a specimen at f ail-ure sas 11 ,6

3.3 SOIL-CEI'ÍENT MORTÀR

The term "soiL-cement mortar" as used throughout this report
is defined as a mortar for shich soil, portland cement and

water are its constituents. Unless otherwise stated, when

the cement content in a soil-cement mortar is stated, it is
to be taken as the proportion by veight.

3.3.1 Preliminarv titerature Search

Reference 54, the Soil-Cement LaboraLory Handbook gives

detailed instructions on how to design a soil-cement. The

three properties of soil-cement of major concern in this
publication, in order of importance, are: 1 ) adeguate

veatherability (durability), 2) adequate strength, and 3)

economy. Àlthough there are more properties (see Appendix

A) to be concerned about when designing a mortar, one could
presumably use Reference 54 as a basis for developing a

soil-cement mortar.

It is reported [54, p. 12] that 85 percent of aIl soils
Iikely to be used for soil-cement can be adequately hardened

by the addition of 14 percent cement or less. Also reported
is that 50 percent of all the soils so far tested for soil-
cement require only 10 percent cement or less for adequate
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hardening. À general rule is that the cement requirement of

soils increases as the silt and clay content increases.

Nonplastic or moderately plastic silty soils generally
require about 10 percent cêment and plastic ci-ay soils
require about 13 percent or more.

In cases where the amount of material passing the No.

200 sieve is more than 50 percent and the clay fraction is
more than about 30 percent, with a corresponding plasticity
index of more than about 20 and a liquid limit of more than

about 45, special effort wilt generalty be required to
obtain adequate pulverization [54, p. 34]. Adequate pulver-
ization is met when 80 percent of the soil-cement mixture
passes the No. 4 sieve and 100 percent passes the one inch

sieve, exclusive of gravel or stone retained on these sieves

[53, p. 13].

Detai.led in the SoiI-Cemen! Laboratory Handbook tS¿l

are three different laboratory procedures for determining:
1) the quantíty of èemenL required, 2) the quantity of water

required, and 3) the degree of compaction required to
produce a satisfactory compacted soil-cement for a given

soil. The three laboratory procedures are as follows: 1)

ÀSTM-ÀASHO (American Society for Testing MaLerials -- Ameri-

can Association of SLate Highway Officials) Test Methods, 2)

Short-Cut Test Procedures for Sandy SoiIs, and 3) Rapid Test

Procedure.
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The ÀSTM-AÀSHO test method is used for major projects
of high cost relative to the testing costs; it is used so as

to obtain the minimum cement content reguired for adequate

hardness. À laboratory testing facility is reguired to per-
f orrn the ÀSTM-ÀASHO test method. Testing involves moisture-
density tests, freeze-thaw, and wet-dry tests. The approxi-
mate time to perform these tests is one month. Complete

details of this procedure can be found in Chapter 3 of the
SoiL-Cement Laboratory gandbook [54].

The short-cut test procedure can be used to determine

adequate cement contents for sandy soi).s only. Sandy soils
here are classified as soils containing Less than 50 percen!
material smaller than 0.05 mm. (siIt and cLay), Less than 20

percent material smaller than 0.005 mm. (cLay), and less
than 45 percent material retained on the No, 4 sieve. À1so,

the material retained on the No. 4 sieve must not have a
bulk specific aravity less than 2.45.

The onLy laboratory tests required for the short-cut
test procedure are a grain-size analysis, a moisture-density
test and seven-day compressive strength tests. with these
tests, the procedure involves the use of data and charts
developed from previous tests of similar soiIs. Thus, this
eliminates a number of tests and greatly reduces the amount

of work required compared to using the ÀSTM-ÀÀSHO test
method. Overall, the short-cut test procedure does not
always give the minimum amount of cement that can be used.
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Rather, it provides a safe cement factor generally close to
that indicated by the standard ÀSTM-AASHO v¡et-dry and

freeze-thaw !ests. Complete detail,s of this procedure can

be found in Chapter 6 of the. Soil-Cement Laboratory Handbook

ts4l .

The rapid test method is used for emergency construc-

tion and for very sma1l projects where Laboratory testing
facilities are not available or detailed testing is not fea-

sible or practical. This method is quick and has a very

simple test procedure tha! involves moulding and visual
inspection of spec imens that cover a wide range of cement

contents. Depending upon bhe soil, the cement content can

range from six to 18 percent. The rapid test method pro-
vides a safe cement factor, but one that may be appreciably
higher than the minimum for adequate hardness that would be

obtained using the ASTM-AÀSHO test method.

Visual inspection of the specimens in the rapid test
method is performed after at leasÈ a day or two of harden-

ing. Àfter a four-hour soaking, inspection is performed by

"picking" with a reJ.atively sharp-pointed instrument and by

sharp "clicking" of each specimen against a hardened object
such as concrete to determine the reLative hardness. If a

specimen cannot be penetrated more than 1/8 to 1/4 inch by

picking and if it produces a clear or solid tone upon click-
ing, an adequate cemenb factor is indicated [54, p. 1O] .

Complete details of the rapid test method can be found in

Chapter 7 of Reference 54.
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Chapter 9 of Reference 54 discusses the tèsting of

plastic soil-cement. To have a consistency of that of plas-

tering mortar at the time of placing, a soil-cement should

be plastic in nature, To form a .pJ.astic soil-cement mix-

ture, the mix usually requires cement contents t'o be four
percentage points higher than !hose used with soil-cement

compacted with optimum moisture to maximum density, In

addition to this, it may be advantageous to increase the

water content so that the placement of the soil-cement can

be easily facilitated.

Soils that contain more than about 30 percent material
passing the No. 200 sieve are generally not used: they are

difficult to pulverize and because of their stickiness, they

are difficult to mix and place in a plastic condition [54,
p. 441 . Laboratory testing procedure for a plastic soil-
cement differs slightly from that of compacted soil-cement.

This procedure is discussed in Chapter 9 of Reference 54.

For a plastic soil-cement to have a surface that is more

resistant to water erosion it is recommended [54, p. 45]

that the cement content be increased by tHo percentage

points above that indicated by tests.

Testing data and properties of the two soils available
for the experimental program are given in Àppendix B.

Results in this Àppendix indicate that both of the soils
were found to be plastic silty clays. For such a soil, ade-

quate puLverization, as detailed earlierr fiây be a problem.
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So as to neet the pulverization requirements and to bring
them about with more ease, an addition of larger-grained
materiaL, such as sand, may provide improvement. GilIard
and Lee [36, pp. 67 to 81] mention a combination of such a

mix containing portland cement, clay and sand with a volu-
metric proportion of 1:1:4.5 respectively. With the soil as

is, an estimated cement requirement [54, p. 12] for the
ÀSTM-ÀÀSHO test method is about 13 percent or more, as com-

pared to the 13 percent of cenent in the above mix contain-
ing sand (assuming average dry density r¡eights of portlãnd

cement, clay and sand to be 85, 110 and 100 pounds per cubj.c

foot respectively [45, p. 361 ; 26)).

Most stackwalL buiJ-dings are considered relatively
smalI projects. Therefore the rapid test method usually
¡.'ould be used to determine the adequate amount of cement

required. Since this method gives an appreciably higher
cement content than the ASTM-AASHO test method, the required
cement content would probably be greater than the .1 3 percent

estimated above. There nay be room for an enpirical adjust-
ment factor (downwards) to the cement content derived from

the rapid-test method.

To obtain a plastic soil-cernent, which is more suitable
for mortar, the preliminary literature search indicates thaL

an additional four percent of cement is required over that
required for the three criteria discussed above. In addi-
tion to this, an additional two percent is reguired for t.he

plastic soil-cement to be water erosion resistant.
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Summing up, the pl,astic silty clay soils avaiLable for
the experimental program would reguire a cement conlent of
'1 9 percent or rnore. The cost of a soil-cement mortar with
such a high cement content would not be economical. Little
or no benefit was seen in such a mortar relative to a con-

ventional mortar Isee Definitions and/or Reference 51, page

201 presently used for stackwall construction. Due to the

above, soiL-cement mortar ¡,ra s not proceeded any further.

3.4 CEMENT-LIME MORTÀR 9TITH SÀSIDUST ÃND/OR WOOD CHIPS

The phrase "cement-Iime mortar $¡ith sav¡dust and/or wood

chips" as used lhroughout this report is defined as a mortar

in which Portland cernent, Iime, sand, sawdust and/or wood

chips and h'ater are its constituents.

3.4.1 Preliminary Literature Search

The initial intention of using wood by-products ( sawdust

and/or wood chips) was to act as an inexpensive filler
thereby extending the use of a given volume of cement-líme

mortar. Since sawdust and/or wood chips are readily avail-
able at little or no cost and the unit volume of the cement-

lime mortar would increase, the unit cost of lhe mortar

should decrease.

The second intention of using savrdust and/or wood chips

was lo possibly increase the insulation value of the mortar.

This comes from the fact that wood is a much better insula-
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tor than cement-lime mortar a1one. Insulation may also
increase due to a possibility of the sawdust and/or wood

chips creating a more porous mortar.

Ai.though it was expected that the compressive strength
of such a modified mortar nould be reduced r âh adequate

strength rather than high strength was sought. A preJ.imi-
nary Iiterature search into the use of sawdust and/or reood

chips in a cement-lime mortar was carried out through Refer-
ence Nos. 33 and 57.

Reference 33 [pp. 71 to 72] discusses the use of saw-

dust in plasters to serve as a retarder -- to increase the
Lime required for the plaster to set. Eckel [33] states
that any organic material or any uncrystallized naterial
wilL act as a retarder. Às the amount of retarder is
increased, there is a general !rend that the compressive

strength of plasters will decrease. An example where a

retarder in a mortar would be very helpfut is in the case

where very high temperatures exist a! a building site.

Opposite to a retarder is an accelerator which

decreases the time to which plaster wilt set. Materials
which act as accelerators are inorganic and of the crystal-
lized nature such as salts. Àn exampJ.e of sLow setting
plaster is when impure lime is used and tãkes one to two

hours to set. To accelerate the setting time in this case,
an amount of pure plaster of paris can be used. ÀÌone, a

pure plaster of Paris takes five to 15 minules to set.
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Sahl-in [52, o. 21] points out that if additives must be

added to mortar, most of lhem should be added in very smal1

amounts. WhiIe a correct dose of an additive may improve

the mortar, it is al-most certain that an overdose wilt harm

ir [57 , p, 21].

Although the preliminary literature search gave some

posiLive indications for a cement-lime mortar with sawdust

and/or wood chips, an experimental program Ì.ra s not per-

formed. This decision came mainly from the fact that rela-
tive to the other tHo types of mortars set out to experiment

r,¡ith, clay and lime-sand mortar, !he economic advantage

appeared to be less. The relative economics seemed less

favourable since the purchase of both the portland cement

and lime still must be made. In addition to this, the quan-

tity of sawdust and/or wood chips that could be added to a

cement-lime morlar seems somewhat minimal as indicated by

the preliminary literature search. Through possible experi-
mental research at a later date, this assumption may however

prove to be untrue.



Chapter IV

RESttLr¡S

4.1 CLÀY MORTÀR

4.1 .1 Con6tituent Data Results

CJ.ay soils have the characteristic of being lumpy when dug

up. This was the case with the soils available for the

mixing of the clay mortar mixes. As the number and size of
bhese lumps increased in the sample being mixed by hand, the

effort required to produce a uniform mix increased. Mixing

eas further retarded if the lumps were drier as was the case

of Soil No. 1 which was drier than Soil No. 2. The softer
and higher-moisture-content CIay No. 2 Ì,¡a s faster and easier

to mix into a mortar paste than CIay No. 1.

The mixing of the sand r.¡ith lrater into the soil
assisted the breaking dov¡n of the lumps present in the soil
and in general improved the workability (see Appendix A) of
the mixture. Waber lras required when mixing in the sand

since the sand was in a dry state. As Lhe sand and water

content of the clay mortar mix was increased, it was easier

to get the clay into a workable paste and the mortar became

Iess sticky in the mixing pan.

86-
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When the dry flax straw was added to the cLay and sand

mixture, addiLional !¡ater was reguired in the mix to main-

tain adequate workability. 1t was found t.hat a good mixing

in of the flax straw got the thread-like fibres surrounding

the straw core (see Àppendix D) to separate into individual
fibres. Since the thread-like fibres have a smaller diame-

ter than the flax straw itself, a fibre with a higher aspect

ratio was created in the mix: a higher aspect ratio implies

a higher strength. This phenomenon is similar to tha! of

the bundled steel fibres discussed in the preliminary l-iter-
ature search on clay morLar.

With the addition of the dry hydrated lime to the clay,
sand and flax straw mixture, additional !¡ater \.ras again

required in the mix to maintain adequate workability. It
was noted that the lime in a clay mortar brought about a

noticeably smoot.her consistency and improved workability.

In the overall mixing of the clay mortar mixes, the

cast iron pes!Ie that is used in soil testing worked fairly
well in mixing the components of a cJ.ay mortar together. In

particular, the pestle was useful in gett.ing the lumps of

clay combined !¡ith the remaining components of the mix.

Àfter the nixing of the clay mortar was completed, a

f Lor¡ test was performed. The resultant flow of each mix is
Iisted in Table VI . After the flow test, moulding of the

specimens took place and then a final moisture content mea-
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surement was taken immediateJ-y afLer. This final moisture

content was taken as the moisture content of the mix. Table

VII lists these finaL moisEure contents of each clay mortar

mix along with the moisture contents at the various stages

of each mix. The finaL moisture content of each mix is
listed in the second las! column of this Eable under the

Table VI

Plo¡{ Test Results
Clay lilortar lll xes

of

lilix
No.

I¡low
(x)

I
2

3
4

5
6
7

I
o

10
11

10
53
65
55
48
53
60
56
49
48
50

heading "Measured m.c. -- Àfter Testing and MouldinS -- %".

Àlso included in TabLe viI is the total loss of mois-

ture content (Iast column) of each mix. This is the loss in
moisture conten! from the theoretical !otaI moisture content

to the measured moisture content after testing and moulding.

The total loss of mois|ure conlen! ranged from a lon of four
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percent for Mix No. 10 to a high of 13 percent for Mix No.

5. Summation of t.he losses in moisture content from stage

to stage do not add up exactly to the total 1oss of moisture
content due to the individual moisture contents' being
reported onì.y to the nearest whole percentage point. The

Ioss of moisture can be attributed primarily due to evapora-

tion during the mixing stages and secondarily due to the
fermentation containers retaining some rnoisture.

Àt the initial stage of the clay mortar program there
was concern about whether a pungent odor would result from

the mixes after the fermentation period. Out of all the 11

mixes, only Mix No. 5 had a slight odor after the fermenta-
tion period, The length of fermentation of Mix No. 6 was

117 hours (see Table I, page 31) or about

next lor¡est fermentation period was 98 hours
(seê Tab1e I, page 31) or about four days for Mix No. 11.

This would indicate that a maximum of four days should be

allowed for the fermentation period if odor is of a concern.

In the moisture curing study of Mix No. 5, the moist-
cured specimens Ìrere taken out of the moisture room aL the
approximate age of 15 days. Àt this stage, no shrinkage was

apparent; the specimens were wet and appèared to be onLy

sLightly hardened to the touch. Though the moist-cured
cubes did not shrink up to this point, once exposed to the
Iaboratory air, hardening and shrinkage took place as it did
for the air-dried specimens.

the Longest

f ive days.

at

The
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Shrinkage data for each set of specimens of every clay
mortar mix are tabulated in Tables F-I to F-XII in Àppendix

F, pages 339 to 350. À11 of Lhese shrinkage data were com-

bined together to form Figure 3 using Computer program No. 1

of Àppendix G. In this figure the data are plotted as "% of
Original Volume" versus "Àge -- Days". The values of ,,% of
Original Volume" v¡ere obtained by subtracting the Adjusted

Volumetric Shrinkage percentage values in the !ab1es of
Appendix F from 100.

From the plot of Lhe data points of Figure 3, it can be

seen that the volumetric shrinkage of the specimens behaved

in a bilinear form. At the beginning, the specimens shrank

at a steady rate up to the approximate age of 10 days.

Àfter this age, the volume of the specimens remained approx-

imately the same with no further vol.umetric shrinkage.

The equation of the sloped part of the curve in Figure

3 was arrived at using a Tektronix computer. The program

used v¡as Volume No'. 1, Tape No. 1 of the statistics package

-- "Simple Regression". In getting this slope, all of the

shrinkage data points from the age of zero day to the

approximate age of stabilization (no further shrinkage) was

used. StabiLizaÈion occurred before 10 days. If the first
shrinkage measurement of a set of specimens s,'a s taken after
10 days, the data point was not used in determining the

slope of the curve, since it. would not lie on the first part
of the bi I inear curve.
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of the sJ.oped Iine in Figure 3

1S:

where

y=100-5.685(x)

x = Age in Days

y = % of. Original Volume

The statisLical vaLue of R-sguared (coefficient of multiple
determinaLion) for this equation relative to the data
points, as determined by the computer program, is 0.96.
This s).oped line starts at x = zero day and ends at a day

v¡here it meets the horizontal line representing that shrink-
age has stopped. Position of this horizontaL line was

determined by first calculating Èhe average stabitized volu-
metric shrinkage. This value was then subtracted from .l 00

to get the percent of original volume value of y = 56 per-
cent.

In Figure 3, the point at which the sloped and the hor-
izontal lines ¡neet is at x = 7.74 days and y = 56% of origi-
nal volume. This would indicate that one can expect the
volumetric shrinkage of clay mortar to cease at the age of
7.74 days or approximately eight days and with an approxi-
mate volumetric shrinkage of 44 percent.

During the initial drying stage of Mix No. 1, all of
the three specimens, in their mouLds, formed a chip on one

of the boltom corners. This chip became more apparent once
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the pre-testing preparation was started. The cause of this
phenomenon is believed to be due to one bottom corner stick-
ing to the side of the mould while the rest of the specimen

shrank away. So as to make the specimens acceptable for
tèsting purposes (see Article 3.1.3.3, pre-Testing Measure-

ments and Preparation) sanding was required resulting in
relatively high material loss compared Lo the rest of the
clay mortar mi xes.

The 10 rernaining clay morÈar mixes also required sand-
ing of the specimens, but to a lesser degree. Sanding in
this case was not due to chipping but rather due to irregu-
Iarities in the surfaces such as convexity, concavity and

bumps formed during drying. The degree of material sanded

can be detected from the testing size of the specirnens for
each mix (see Table H-V, pages 454 to 455 of Appendix H).
Specinens of Mix No. 8 required the least amount of sanding

as all of the sides had very little disLortion except for
the top which was slightly concave shaped.

4.1.2 Testinq Data

Prior !o the sanding of the clay mortar specimens, in prepa-
ration for the compression test, notes were taken on the
colour, shape, surface texture, cracks, density ( for Mix

Nos. 7 to 11 only) plus olher assorted features. After the
sanding r,¡a s conpleted, lhe spec imens were ¡neasured by

calipers to obtain the necessary dimensions for the end
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stress and strain calculations. Àt the time of the compres-

sion tests, the time required to perform the test on each

specimen and the age of the mix was recorded. Àfter the
compression tests were completed for a mix, the mode of
failure, the angle of rupt.ure and general post-testing notes
were taken. Details of the above pre-sanding data, post-
testing data and the compression testing information for the
clay mortar mixes are in Appendix H.

From the pre-sanding data in Appendix H, each mix had

specímens that \,¡ere greyish in colour and had surface
cracks. The grey colour comes naturally from the clay which

is the major component of the clay mortar mixture. Cracks

came in various widths and lengths. widths of the cracks
were from hairline thickness up to a rnaximum of 0.092 inch
while the lengths went from the very small up to an inch;
some hairline cracks nay of been longer but due to their
erratic shape, the lengths were not measured.

Data taken on the shape, surface texture, density (Mix

Nos. 7 to 11) and other assorted features changed from mix

to mix but did have some similarities (see Appendix H for
details). Table vIII lists the measured density of selected
clay rnortar mixes. Mix Nos. '1 1 and t had the lo¡.,est and

highest densities at 77 and 93 pounds per cubic foot (pcf.)
respectiveJ.y. From the mixes that eere measured, the aver-
age density was 85 pcf.
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Table VIII

lrlc¡ru¡cd Dlntltyl
Clay llortrr lillxe8

of

¡li x
No.

Average Dens l ty I
(pcf. )

1-6
1

I
9

10
11

Not Measured
84
88
93
85
77

Average 85

1Auu"ug" vaJ.ues based on three specinens per nlx using the water
displace[ent vo]uDes.

The dimensions of the specimens prior to the compres-

sion test, the !ime required to perform each test and the

age of each mix at the tine of lesting is recorded in Table

H-V of Appendix H, pages 454 to 455.

Ðuring the compression test, aII of the clay mortar
mixes failed with a peak load except for Mix Nos. 7r B, 10

and 11. The failure cracks on all of the specimens of all
the mixes indicated a splitting mode of failure with a cor-
responding angle of rupture of 90 degrees. In addition to
the splitting failure, Mix Nos. 1 and 5 had cracks indicat-
ing a pyramidal frâcture with respective angles of rupture

of 80 and 60 degrees,
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With Mix Nos. 7, 8, '1 0 and 11 having no peak failure
load and with the loading cont!.nuing up to high deforma-

tions, the specimens resulted in having a crushed, barrel
shaped appearance. This indicates a ductile, plastic
material As with the rest of the clay mortar mixes, the

specimens in general showed evidence of being restrained on

the loading surface(s) and were slightly bowed out at the
mid-height of the specimens; this gave the specimens a

sl i ght Iy crushed appearance.

In the calculation of the compressive strength of a

specimen, the procedure outlined in Subsection 7,11.10, part

a) of CSÀ A8*1970 [15] was fol1owed. Fron the same Stan-
dard, Subsection 7.11.10, part b) partially states that
cubes that give strengths differíng more than 10 percenL

from the average value of atl test specimens made from the
same sample and testèd at the same period, shall not be con-
sidered in determining the compressive strength; this speci-
f ication r,¡a s not followed.

4.1 .3 Plot.s

ÀI1 of the calculated compressive stress-strain data points
of the clay mortar mixes ¡,¡ere pl-otted to scale on computer

plots. For each mix, three different symbols were used to
represent the three specimens per mix. A single curve was

then drawn Lo represent the compressive strength and failure
characteristics of the mix during the compression test.
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these single curves eere then

di f ferent study plots.

On all of the plots, when an index such as "x 10r" is
applied to an axis of numbers, it means that one shoul.d take

the numbers labelled and apply that index to those numbers.

It does !(IL nean that the index was previously applied to
the numbers.

{.'l .3.1 Conpresaion Testing Data Plots
From the general shape of the pLotted dala points, it was

decided to use polynomial curves to describe the compressive

strength and failure characteristics of the mixes when curve

fitting. The general equation of the polynomial curves tha!
was used is:

Y = Cl + C2x + C3x2 +

f r(x) = 1.0

f z(x) = x

f s(x) = x2

tt
tt
ll

f ,.,(x) = xn-l .

+ cnx" '

where

The constants of these polynomial equations were determined

using a least-square fit computer prografn from Reference No.

39 [pages 309 to 312]. As printed in this reference, this
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progra¡n has errors in it. These errors eere corrected.
Additional changes were done to this program to suit the
requirements of this study. The least-square fit of a pol-y-

nornial. computer program as used in this study is tisted in
Appendix G as Computer program No. 2.

In choosing a best-fit curve, the lowest degree polyno-
miaL that f o1lo¡,¡ed the data points was sought. Since all of
the data points indicated some curvature, the polynomial

initially tested for each clay mortar mix was of second

degree. To make the best-fit polynomials star! at the ori-
9in, as directed by the data points, the best-fit curves

defined by the variable "y" were made totally dependent upon

the variable "x". This was achieved by having al1 of the
coefficients determined by the least-square fit computer

program attached to the variable "x''. Hence, the initial
polynomial trialed for each clay mortar mix had the form:

Y = c2x + CsX2.

Àfter obtaining the second degree coefficients, the
data points and the best-fit curve were plotted out using a

computer program developed primarily through Lhe aid of Ref-
erence Nos. 25 and 29, A copy of this best-fit curve plot-
ting program is in Appendix G, listed as Cornputer program

No. 3.
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To correct any initial seating problems belween the

specimen and the tesLing machine during the compression

test, a correction vaLue called xEtårt was incorporated in
the above program to adjus! the x-/strain values. Àn ini-
tial seating problem was considered to exist if a bilinear
testing curve Has anticipated for the initial data points.
From lhe plot of lhe data points, an initial seating problem

rras not evident and therefore the correction value xgtrrt
rvas given the value of zero for aLl of the clay mortar

mixes.

The besÈ-fiÈ curve plotting program was uritten in a

!ray lhat the best-fil curve ended just before a negative

slope began or at the maximum y-/stress value obtained in
lhe test daÈa. If the mix did not, have peak loads for all
of the specimens, a straight dashed line was drar¡n horizon-
tally from the end of the best-fit curve to the far right of

the p1ot. This dashed line represents that loading r{as con-

!inued after this cut-off point, but no peak load occurred.

It should be noÈed though that the path of this dashed line
does not necessarily represent the actual path taken during

the test or of the best-fit curve.

In addition to plotting the best-fit curve, the above

program also calculated the adjusted coefficien! of multiple
determination (Rl). Rí was calculated for the best-fit
curve up to and includíng the maximun x-value data point

alÈhough the best-fil curve may or may not of extended !o
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athis point. A Ri value of 1.0 represents an excellenl fit

while a value closer towards zero indicates a poor relation-
ship between the best-fit curve and the data points.

I f the best-fit curve visually described the data

points behaviour saEisfactorily and the value of n( rras

above the value of 0.5, the coefficients/polynomial was used

for the mix, In the case where this was not true, the next

higher degree polynomial was tried until these conditions

were met. À third degree polynomia). would have the form:

y = c2x + csX2 + c¿X3.

Às one uses a higher degree polynomial for a best-fit
curve, the value of the coefficient of multiple determina-

tion (n2) wilL also rise. To balance the cost of using more

parameters (a higher degree polynomial) against the gain in
the value of the R2, an adjustment factor vas calculated and

applied to all of the R2 calculations. The R2 adjustmenb

factor was used irrespective of lhe degree of polynomial

used.

The best-fit polynomia). curve coefficients used for

each of the clay mortar mixes and their respective value of

nf; is shown in Table IX. ResuLtant curves from these coef-

ficients are shosn in Figures 4 to 15. Included in these

figures, for each mix, are the stress-strain data points for

each specirnen; these data points are plotted to scale, Fig-
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the representat ive stress-

Table IX

Corputer Plottlng InforrrtloD for
Clay tloDta¡ Ntxe! I

(þncral Bquatlon: y-cl +c2r+ cgr2 + ç¡¡3

lllx
No.

Coefflclenta
R1el c2 ca c{

1

2

3
4

6A
gB

6
1

I
9

10
11

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.0

809.3
288 . õ
161.6
223.t
208.9
561 .4

50.09
24 .45
27 .16
90. õ2
36.10
28. 88

- 101 .5
-23 . 90
-tl .22
-1? .3¡¡
-18.62

-1{6.1
-2 .?86
-0 . 8360
-1.018
-6.747
-1 . 1?{
-0.8318

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

l0 .02
0.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.89
0.87
0.91
0.8?
0.86
0.67
0.95
0.9{
0.94
0.84
0.90
0 .93

lDeternlned by the least-square fft of a polynotlal corputer
progra¡ -- Prograr No. 2 of Appendlx G.

strain plots for the clay mortar tnixes.

The representa!ive plots for Mix Nos. 7, 10 and 11

(Figures 11,14 and 15' pages 112' 115 and 116) çere noted

to have satisfactory n( vatues but visually did not describe

the data points behaviour accurately. Higher degree pol'yno-

mial curves other than the second degree liere tested çith

but also proved to be unsatisfactory. In order to have

curves that visually described Mix Nos.7r 10 and 1lbeÈler'
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hand-drawn curves were drarvn in addition to the computer
plots for material property analysis. Hand-drawn curves for
Mix Nos. 7, 10 and 11 are shown in Figures .l 6 to 1g.

Figures 16 to 18 were dravn up using tlro parts to
â curve. The first part was a 1inear curve used from the
origin to the point where the Linear behaviour stopped.
From this point, a smooth non-linear second curve was drawn

to the same position where the representative computer pLots
stopped. The data point (strain, stress) where the linear
portion stopped for Mix Nos. 7, 10 and 11 are (1.12%, 49.0

psi.), (0.90%,74.0 psi.) and (0.80%, 55.0 psi.) respec_
tively.

Mix Nos. 7,8, 10 and 11 had increasing stress_strain
testing values with no indicative peak failure 1oad. Com_

puter plots containing all of the stress-strain values that
were obtained during lhe compression tests, for thes mixes,
are shovrn in Figures 19 to 22.

The computer program used in plotting Figures 19 to 22

is listed in Àppendix G as Computer program No. 4. this
program was developed primarily through the aid of Reference
No. 25. The plotting in this program is classified as sim_
pLe plotting; the curve for each tested specimen is obtained
by simply joining a smooth curve from data point to data
point.
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In Figures 19 Lo 22, there exists a general trend that
as the strain values of the tested specimen passed the

approximate value of 20 percent, the curves start to clinb
vertically. Together with the high strain values, this
wouLd indicate that the testing of the specimen had stopped.

It was for this reason tha! the maximum strain value was put

al 20 percent for the representative and hand-dra¡,¡n clay
mortar plots (Figures 4 to 18, pages 105 to 119). Figures

19 to 22 are to be taken for informative purposes only.

4.1 .3.2 Study Plots
The compressive sLrength and failure characteristics of each

clay mortar mix is described by the curves given in Figures

4 to 15, pages 105 to'f 16. From these figures, different
combinations of the curves were put together to obtain four

different studies: 1) time study, 2) sand study, 3) fibre
study, and 4) moisture curing study. The firs! three stud-

ies were designed to help determine the best proportion of

1ime, sand and fibres to go with the clay for a clay mortar

nix. The purpose of the moisture curing study was to deter-
mine if any benefits would exist when moisture curing was

applied to clay mortar.

The above studies were plotted out through the use of a

computer plotting program. This program was developed pri-
marily Lhrough the aid of Reference No. 25. A copy of this
computer plotting program is listed in Appendix c as Com-



puter Program No. 5.

clay mortar studies are

The computer plots
shown in Figures 23
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giving the above

to 26.
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4.1.4 Material ComÞressive ProDertieg

From !he represen¿ative computer plots of Figures 4 to 15'

pages 105 to 116, maEerial compressive properties of ¡he

clay mortar mixes were obtained. ProPerties tabulated were

the maximum strain and stress, the moduli of elasticityt

modulus of elastic resilience and the modul i of toughness'

4.1.4.1 t{ax inum Straín and Stresg

Table X lists the maximum compressive strain and stress vâI-

ues of each clay mortar mix, as defined by the best-fit

curves of Figures 4 to 15, pages 105 to 116'

4,1.4,2 Moilulí of E1åsticiÈY

For each clây mortar mix, the initial tangen! modulus of

elasticity (Eo) and the secant modulus of elasticity (E^)

were calculated' These calculations were performed using

the computer printout of the best-fit curve plotting dâta

points represenEing the curves of Figures 4 to 15, pages 105

to 116. Eo was defined as the slope of a Iine drawn tangent

to the curve a! the origin. Em vas defined as the slope of

a straight line drawn from the origin to a point on the

stress-strain curve which represenEed one-half the maximum

stress indicated by the best-fit curve; this definition of

n* is similar bo what is customarily done in design calcula-

tions for concrele [6+, O. 6]. The resultant values of Eo

and E* for the clay mortar mixes are in Table xI '



Table X

llaxlrur Corpres8lve Straln and StreBE of
clay ¡lortar lllxes l

lili x
No.

Was Peak Fa 1l ure
Load Reached?

Ye s,/ No

Maxinun cohD¡êss i vê
Strain

(8)
Stress
(psi. )

1

2

3
4

SA
5B
6
7
I
9

10
11

Yes
Yes
Yeg
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

2.2
6.0
7.2
6.5
5.6
2.6

12.3
14. ô
r3.4
6.7

15.4
16.8

849
877
582
731
586
648
344
179
181
304
275
250

Note: Fo¡ mixes wlth no peah fallure load, the strain and stness
shown is where the best-flt curve plotting sas stopped.

1-In the compression tests as defined by the best-flt cunves of
Flgures 4 to 15, pages 105 to 116,

À supplementary set of Eo calcul-aÈions.nere done for
Mix Nos. 7, 10 and 11. These additionaL calculations were

based on lhe hand-drawn curves of Figures 16 !o 18, pages

117 to 'l 19. Since these figures nere drawn with the initial
part of the curve having a straight-line proportion, the

calculaÈion of Em rras not applicable. Table XII lists the

resultant supplemental values of Eo.



Table XI

Iodult of B¡rlttclty
C¡ay Xortar lllc.l

fo¡

ülx
No-

llas Peak Fai lure
Load Reached?

YeB /No

llodrrlrrs ôf ElFel'l¡ltv --
Inltlal Tangent

Be
secanta

E¡

I
2

3
4
õA
6B
6
7
I
I

10
11

Yee
Yes
YeB
Yes
Yes
Yes
YeB
No
No
Yes
No
No

s9 , 900
28 , 800
t6,000
22 ,300
20 , 700
54 , ?00
5,600
2,400
z,700
9,000
3,600
2,S00

52 ,7 46
24 ,632
73 ,7 87
19 , 216
17,828
46,418

4.7A7
2,130
2 ,371
7,726
3,082
2 .AtS

lln th" corpresslon te8ts as defined by the best-flt cupves of
Flgures 4 to 15, pages 105 to 116.

ZBaeed at one-half the raxl.ur stress tndlcated by the beet-flt
curves of Flgures 4 to 15, pages 105 to 116.

d.1.{.3 lr{oilulus of Elagtic Rceilíencc

A mortar that, posesses good resilience is desirable. The

amount of resilience of each clay mortar mix is determined

by calculating the nodulus of elastic resilience (Re). The

area under the stress-strain curve up to the elastic linit
wiII represent this resilience.

In the calculations, the elastic Iimit r+as taken al one

of trvo possible stress points. For a stress-strain curve
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Supple¡antarY
ttâ¡tlclty for

lable XII

IDltlâl ÎürtÊlt lodulu¡ of
8Þcct?lc Ctat lorta! Ilrorl

¡ll x
No.

Tas Peak Fal lure
Load Reached?

Yes /No

Inltlal langent Xodulus
of Elastlclty -- Eo

(psl. )

7

10
11

No
No
No

4 ,3?5
8,222
6, 8?5

lIn tha corp¡e8slon test8 aB deflned by tbe band-drarn curves of
Plgures 18 to 18, PageE 117 to 119.

that is continuously curved, for comparison purposesr the

elastic limit was taken at the same stress point that the

secant modulus of elasticity was calculaled; this tras a!

one-ha1f the maximum compressive stress reached by the best-

fit curve. In the case where the stress-strain curve was

initially or totalLy linear, the elastic limit was Laken at

the point where the straight-line proportionality stopped.

The modulus of elastic resilience for a continuously

sloped curve $as approximated by a triangular area. This

area was defined with the secant moduLus of elasticity slope

approximating the stress-strain curve from the origin to the

assumed eLastic Linit stated above. See Figure 2? for an

illustration of this area. For the stress-strain curve that

was initially or totally linear' the area below the curve
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for elastic resiLience was nat.urally defined by a triangle.
From this, lhe resilience Has one-ha1f the product of the

elastic Iimi! stress times the etastic Limit strain. This

can be written as:

Re = 1/2(o")(e")

where Re = modulus of elastic resilience
oe = elastic Iimit stress

ee = elast ic limit stra in.

Alternatively, !his can be written as:

"" == r"!"r,,rlå) (ou,/e^)

where Em = secant modulus of elasticity.

AII of the representative stress-strain curves (Figures

4 to 15, pages 105 to 116) for the clay mortar ¡nixes sere

conlinuously sloped. For Mix No. I,

oe = 1/2(849) = 425 psi. (see Table x, page 131)

4n = s2,745 psi. (see Table xI , page 132)

Re = o3l2Em = (42512/2(52,7451 = 1.71 in.-lbs. /ln.e.

The modulus of elastic resilience for aII Èhe clay mortar

mixes are listed in Table XIII.
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A supplementary se! of moduli of elastic resilience
calculations were perf orrned for Mix Nos. 7, 10 and 11.

These calculations were based on the hand-drawn curves of
Figures 16 to 18, pages 117 Èo 119. In these figures, the

stress-strain curve Has initially linear. Table XIv Iists
the resultant supplernentaL values of Re.

{.1 .4. { Moituli of Toughnêse

Toughness is a measure of a material's abiJ.ity to resist
energy load [52, p. 393]. Trro measures of toughness rvere

calculaled for each clay nortar mix, the modulus of tough-

ness (T) and the modified modulus of toughness (T'). T was

defined as the total area under the stress-strain curve up

to fracture as shown by Ehe area ÀCD in Figure 28.



TAb]E XIII

l{odulus of Elartlc Reslllence (Re)
for Clay lilontaD ¡llxes ¡

Mix
No.

t{as Peak Failure
Load Reached?

Yes/No

Rg
in,-1bs.

in.3

I
2
\'
4
5A
5B
ô
'l
8
9

t0
11

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

I . ?1
3.85
3.0?
3.48
2 .41
I .13
3.09
1.88
t.77
1.50
3.13
3.23

lin ah. conpresslon tests as clefined by the best-fit curves of
Figures 4 to 15, pages 105 to 116,

Upon the release of the load (stress), beyond the eLas-

tic limit and up to the failure point, a certain amount of

energy absorbed by a material is released from the material

[28, pp.41 to 43;52, p.393J. Àt failure, Point C in Fi9-

ure 28, the anount of energy released is represented by the

area of the triangle CDE. tine CE in this figure is paral-

Iel !o line ÀB which is defined by the initial tangent modu-

Ius of elasticity (Eo). Point D is the corresponding fail-
ure strain to the failure stress at Point C. Referring to

Figure 28, the total area under the stress-strain curve up



Table xlv

Suppi.erentary llodulus of Elastlc Reslllence
lor splclflc Clay llortar ¡llxr¡1

(Re)

llix
No.

Was Peak Fa 1l ure
Load Reached?

Yes/No

Re
Ín. -1bs.

in.3

7

10
11

No
No
No

o ,214
0.333
o .220

lIn th" compression tests as defined by the hand-drawn curves of
Figures 16 to 18, pages 117 to 119.

(/)
ø
c,
þ

an

(Straín)

Figure 28: Measurenent for Modull of Toughness



to fracture (area ACD)

def ined as T'.

138

minus the triangular area CDE is

The anount of energy represented by T' is more useful
than T since it is the amount of energy that a material can

absorb in deformation. This is important for example in
earthquake analysis. Table XV Iists the cal.culated val,ues

of T and T' for the clay nortar mixes; these values are ¡lith
respect to the representative curves of Figures 4 to 15,

pages 105 to 1 16.

À supplenentary set of moduli of toughness calculatíons
were performed for Mix Nos. 7, 10 and 11. These additional
calculalions were based on the hand-drawn curves of Figures
16 to 18, pages 117 to 119. Table XvI Lists the resultant
supplemental values of T and T' . These values were approxi-
mated for the reason noted within the table.
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lable XV

Xodul I of Toulù¡e!! for
clry l{ortrr llr.¡1

lllx
No.

la8 Peak Faf lure
Load Reached?

Yes/No

ln. -lba .
llôdrtìrra nf Tnltohnc¡¡ -- ln 3

T
Hodlfted

TI

I
?
3
4
5A
5B
0
7
I
I

10
11

Ye8
Yea
Ye8
Yeg
Yeg
YeE
Yea
No
No
Yer
llo
Ho

11.1
34.7
27.5
31 .7
zt.s
11.6
2A.S
17 .4
re .2
13.6
28.5
27 .6

5.1
21.5
t7 .4
19. 7
13 .6
7.7

17.7
r0. 7
10.1
8.4

1?.8
16. 8

l{ote: For rixes Ëlth no peak fallure load, the roduli of toughness
rras calculated rlth the begt-flt curve endlng at the etraln
and girese value8 llsted ln Table X, page 131.

I-In the co presslon tests ae deflned by the be8t-flt curvee of
Flgures 4 to 15, pages 105 to 1l-6,



Table XVI

Supplerentary lilodull of Toughness
for Clay llorta¡ lllx¡r I

üix
No.

Was Peak Fa i.Ì ure
Load Reached?

Ye s,/ No

in. -lbs.
Moduìus of Toushness -- in.3

T
Modified

7

t0

t1

No

No

No

15.7

25 .A

24 .1

12.r

21.1

20 .7

Note: These values are approxinate due to the curved portion of the
hand-drawn curves (Figures 16-18, pages 117 to 119) being
undefined by an equation. Thj.s area was approximated by a
rectangle, The rectangle had a wldth equivalent to the ¡{idth
of the curved portion and a helght midway between the final
stress and the stress where the curve portion started,

I-In the conpressj.on tests as deflned by the hand-dra¡{n curves of
Figunes 16 to 18, pages 117 to 119.
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4.2 IIIIE-SÀIiTD MORTÀR

4.2.'l ConBtituènt Dåta ReBults

The mechanical procedure used for rnixing the Iime-sand mor-

tar mixes proved to be satisfactory; this held true for both

the original and remix mixes. Comparing each remix mix to
its oríginal nix, no differences was seen in terms of the

mixing and handling aspecl of the mortar.
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Bet!¡een the two lime brands there was no difference in
terms of mixing, but there was some difference in the han-

dling of the mortars. During the moulding for the f Iov, test
and the test specimens, lime Brand B was found to be more

plastic than Iime Brand A. At lower Iime concentrations,
lime Brand B was not as cohesive as Brand À. However, as

the Iime concentration increased up to the lime:sand ratio
of 1:3 for l-ime Brand B, the cohesiveness of the mass became

similar to that of lime Brand À.

The remix age at r¡hich the remains of the original
mixes were broken up and remixed for the remix mixes is tab-
ulated in Table xvII. Upon the breaking up of the dried
Iime-sand mortar, it was noted that in the cross-section,
the material was porous. The method used to break up the
mortar (see Àrticle 3.2.3.1, preparation of the Materials)
proved to be satisfactory with only rnoderate effort
requ i red.

The end resultant flow and moisturè content of each

Iime-sand mortar mix is respectiveJ.y Iisted in Tables XVIII
and xI x.

The Lime-sand mortars tested in the flow test, with
exception to Mix Nos. 20 and 21 of 1ime Brand B, had two

distinct concentric circuLar areas. These areas are iIlus-
trated in Figurè 29. The inner and outer circular areas

were labelled as Àreas I and II respectively. Àrea I
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Table XVI I

Rerlx Age of Ll¡e-Sand
llortar Rerlx ¡llxes

Lime
Brand

Remix
No.

Remix Age
( days )

A 17

ts

20

22

19

19

16

77

appeared wetter and with more lime than Àrea II. For the

mixes of line Brand A, these two areas were weLL defined and

remained clear for a unmeasured period of time. with the

mixes of lime Brand B, the distinction of the two areas nas

not as clear and they blended together shortly afLer the

completion of the flow test; for Mix Nos. 20 and 21, the

detection of these two areas was not possible. The e¡idth of
Area II was measured at eigh! Iocations per flow test.
These locations are shown in Figure 29. Measurements varied

from just belo$ to just above an inch; the average measure-

ment was one i nch.



Table XVIII

8loï Test Results of
Llre-Sand llortar lllxes

Lime
Brand

Mix
No.

l'l orc
(r)

t2
l3
L4
15
l6
17
r?-R

123
ltt
l04
105
to7
1r2
110

-t8
19
20
20-R
2l
21-R
22
22-R
23
23-R

11s
114
115
114
108
116
772
116
LO7

1ll

Average 172

Note: R indicates renix.

For the modified vicat tests performed on Mix Nos. 14

and l7, the time required for the rod settlement of I0 nil-
Iimetres Isee Reference 15, page 17] was approximately 29

hours for Mix No. 14 and approximately 37 hours for Mix No.

17. These times were interpolated as the rod penetrated too



Table XIX

lloisture Content of
Llre-Sand llortar lllxes

Lime
Brand

Mi x
No.

Moisture Con t ent
(*)

4
5
6
7

7-R

20.4
20,8
20.8
21.3
22 .7
29.6
26 .'l

18
19
20
20-R
t1

21-R
22
22-R
23
23-R

9.0
8.4
8.1
8.0
7.8
?.5

7.3
6.2
5.8

Average 19.9

Note: R indicates renix.

nuch on the second last reading and then did not penet.rate

enough on the last reading.

The volumetric shrinkage measurements of each Iime-sand

mortar nix is given in Table xx. Both the seven- and 28-day

result.s are the average of three specimens. Àt the 28-day
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Figure 29: T\,¡o Concentric Clrcular Areas Existent in F1o\,¡
Tested Lime-Sand Mor tar

age, the lowest volumetric shrinkage occurred for Mix No. 13

at 1.1 percent whil.e the highest al 12.1 percent took place

for Mix No. 17. OveraLl, the average volumetric shrinkage

at the seven- and 28-day age were approximately four and

five percent respectively. From these measurements, i!
appears that the majority of the shrinkage took place within
the first week of drying.



Table XX

voluretrlc shrlnkage of
Llre-Sand llortar ¡{lxes

Lime
Brand

Mix
No.

Vn l rlnêtÌ'i ^ 
qh¡ìnLâoÞ -- /*ì

7-Day 28-Day

A

12
l3
14
15
ltt
77
1?-R

1.9
r.4
1.1

3.9
9.0
5.4

4.1
1.1
2.O
5.3
?,0

t2.7
il.0

B

18
19
20
20-R
2r
21-R
22
22-R

23 -R

3.3
3.3
3 .',|
4.4
4,2
4.6
4.0
5.5
5.0
4.3

3.9
3.6
4,4
4.7
3.9
4.9
4.5
4.9
4.6
4.9

Average 3,9 5.¡

Note: R indlcates rem i r{

4.2.2 Testino Data

Prior to the conpress i on

notes i,rere taken on the

Density measurements were

146

test of each Ìime-sand mortar mix,

colour, shape and surface texture.

also taken for the rna jority of the
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mixes. The specinens r,rere measured with calipers to obtain
the necessary dimensions for the density, stress and strain
calculations, At the time of the compression tests, the

time required to perform the test on each specimen and the

age of the mix was recorded. After the compression tests
were completed for a mix, the mode of fracture(s)/failure,
the angle of rupture and general post-testing notes were

taken. Details of the compression testing information and

the post-testing data is tabulated in appendix t.

Notes on the Iime-sand mortar mixes (both original and

remix) revealed that all of the specimens had a brownish-
white (beige) colour and that the shape of the mouLded sides
and bottoms remained plane, With the top surface, aII of
the specimens developed a slight concave shape.

The surface texture on the sides, bottom and top of the
specimens of Lime Brand A Has a smooth finish. For the lime
Brand B specimens, the surface texture of the moulded sides
and bottom was granular. Simply rubbing or scratching with
a finger caused sand particles to come off, As the Lime

content increased in a nix, the sides and bottom of the
specimens became less granular and more resistant to the

loosening of sand particles with the rubbing or scratching
of a f inger.

The moulded top surface of the l-ime Brand B specimens

had a smooth surface tèxLure but also released some sand
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grains r,¡hen rubbed or scratched; degree of sand grain loss

was less than that on the sides and botLom. Às the lime

content increased in a rnix, it became more difficult for the

sand grains to be loosened. When the lime concentration

increased to the lime:sand ratio of 1:3, i.e. that of Mix

No, 22, no sand grains were released from the top when

rubbed or scratched; this trend pertained to the remix mixes

al-so.

No drying cracks were noted

mortar spec imens.

Dens i !y of the mixes

Table xXI . The density

cubic foot (pcf. ) ; average

sured is approxirnately 110

lor any of

that were measured

ranged from 105 to

density for all of

the l ime-sand

is recorded in

114 pounds per

the mixes mea-

The dimensions of the specimens prior to the compres-

sion test, the time required to perform each test and the

age at the time of testing is recorded in Table I-I of

Àppendix I, pages 459 to 464. À1so in Appendix I is the

post-compression testing data of the lime-sand mortar mixes,

recorded in Table I-II, pages 465 to 467.

À11 of the lime-sand mortar mixes had specimens with
peak failure loads during the compression test. The modes

of fracture(s)/failure that took place, in order of higher

occurrence, h'ere pyramidal fracture, splitting failure and

corner fracture. Cornbination of these modes took place wit.h
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Table XXI

Àleaeured DenEltyl of
Line-Sand Mortar lillxes

Line
tsrand

Mix
No.

Averase Dens ì tv
Ase

?-Day 28-Day

A

3
4
5
{ì

7

?-R

n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d

108
n.d
n.d
n.d
r09
r05
to7

B

l8
.i9
20
20-R
2r
21-R
22
22-R

23-R

o7
o7
08
0'l
10
09
11
10
74
t4

.108
J.UÞ

108
707
110
r 09
111
r11
.1 14
114

Average 110 109

Notesi 1) n,d. indicates not done;
2) R indicates remix,

1-Average values based on three specinens per nix using caliper
measurenents for vo lune.
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mixes that had higher lime concentration; tþis pertained

more so for the mixes of Lime Brand B lhan lime Brand À.

The average angl.e of rupture for the pyramidal f ract.ure and

splitting failure were 65 and 90 degrees respectively, mea-

sured from the horizontal. Most of the tested specimens had

Loaded surfaces which showed evidence of being restrained
against Lateral expansion. On the sides, most of the tested

specimens showed crack characteristics of the mode of frac-
ture(s)/failure (see Àppendices H and I ) and had material

that rras Ioosened or lost during tesÈing. In the case vhere

pyramì.dal and/or corner fracture(s) occurred, material Ioos-

ened or Lost was more pronounced.

Noted above,

pyramidal f racture

H,

the average angle

is 65 degrees.

e = 45 + þ/2

rupture (0) for Èhe

detailed in Append i x

of

AS

where 45 degrees represents the cohesion and Q eguals the

angle of internaL friction of the material. Typical values

of the drained shear strength pararneter (Q') of sand can

range from 27 to 45 degrees 126, p. 951 ; the value depends

upon the type of sand and hoir loose or dense it is. Since

the observed 0 angle nas greater than half the largest shear

strength pararneter of sand, failure was due to cohesion and

inÈernaI friction of Èhe material. It is presuned that the

cohesive action cane from the cenentitious acÈion of the
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oflime with sand. The average angle

the lime-sand mortars thus works out

of

co

internal friction
be:

0 = 2(e - 45)

= 2(65 - as)

= 40 degrees.

Variance in the angle of rupture may in part be due to an

unintentional slight difference in lamping pressure during

the moulding.

On aLL of the tested lime-sand mortar rnixes that had

material fractured off, the inside portion of the specimen

had weaker material thân the outer surface. The material
inside the specimens had little cohesiveness among the sand

particles while the ouÈside had a crus! like formation of

lime and sand. This indicates that the hardening process of

carbonization had taken place on the outside of the speci-

mens. Since a carbonized layer of lime-sand mortar is
impervious to carbon-dioxide, lhe material inside the cubes

was restricted from the process of carbonization (see Àppen-

dix E) and thus resulted in being a weaker material. This

phenomenon Has discussed in the preliminary literature
search for the lime-sand mortars.

The procedure in calculating the compressive strength

of a specimen and a mix for the lime-sand mortar mixes was

identical to that used for the clay rnortar mixes. This pro-

cedure relates to Subsection 7.11.10 of CSÀ À8-1970 [15].
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4.2.3 Plots

ÀI1 of the calculated compressive stress-strain data points

of the lime-sand mortar mixes were plotted to scale on com-

puter plots. For each mix, three different symbols were

used to represent the three specimens per nix per age group.

À single curve was drawn to represent the compressive

strength and failure characteristics of the mix during the

compression test for both the seven- and 28-day test.s. Spe-

cific combinations of these single curves were thèn matched

so as to give four different types of study ptots,

On all of the plots, when an index such as "x 101" is
applied to an axis of numbers, it means that one should take

the numbers labeIled and apply that index to those numbers.

It does lql mèan that the index was previously applied to
the nurnbers.

4.2.3.1 Conpreseion Testing Data Plots
Initially, aIl of the calculated compressive stress-strain
data were plottêd on graphs r¡ith each of the specimens' data

points joined by a simple smoot.h curve; this was done for
each lime-sand mortar mix at both the seven- and 28-day

testing age. The plots were done with the use of a computer

plotting program Iisted in Àppendix c as Computer program

No. 6. This program is similar to Computer program No. 4 of

Àppendix G, which was used for the clay mortar mixes. In

Program No. 6, the scales of the plots are set up differ-
ently so as to suit the data for the lime-sand mortar mixes.
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From the above process, three types of plots Here

obtained. Àn example of each type is given in Figures 30 to
32. The first type, Figure 30, or Mix No. 16 at the 2g-day

strength, shows all of the specimens' data points plotted
closely together with an approximately equal experimental
error or seating problem at the initial stages of testing.
This experimental error is indicated by the bilinear curve

behaviour of the initial data points.

The second type of plot, Figure 31, or Mix No. 14 aE

the 28-day strength, shows the same characteri.stics as the
first type except that one specimen had a larger experimen-

tal error than the other two.

Figure 32, or Mix No. 14 at the seven-day strength,
shows the third type of p1ot. In this case, each of the

specimens had a different degree of experimental error in
the initial stages of testing.

To correct for differences in the initial part of the
curves of the second and third type of plots, the data
points were shifted so to to bring them into line wit.h those

of the first plot type. For the second plot type, an aver-
age initial strain vaLue was first obtained for the two

specimens with similar initial error. The difference
between this value and the initial strain value of the third
specimen eas then obtained as a shift factor. This shift
factor was then apptied to all of the strain vaLues of the
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third specimen so as to produce plots similar in form to
that of the other two specimens by decreasing the strain
values.

Correction to the third type of plot was made by apply-
ing two different shift factors to the tno specimens with
the higher initial strain values. The respective shift fac-
tors h,ere obtained from the difference between thèse strain
values and the lower first strain value of the third speci-
men. Shifting was made in the same manner as the second

type of plot except that two instead of only one se! of data
points were shifted to the Left.

Table XXII lists the shift factors for the lime-sand
mortar mixes with different experimental error among the
spec inen s .

With the above shift factors applied, aII of the simple
curve plots had initial data pöints resembling that of the
first type of plot, Figure 30, page 154. The experimental
error or seating problem that remains with this type of ptot
was adjusted with a value calLed xstart.

The value of xstart, for the lime-sand mortar mixes,
was defined as the strain value where the best-fit curve of
a set of tests crossed the x-axis of a p1ot, otherwise known

as the root of the best-fit curve. This value was applied
to all of the strain values of a given set of tests so as to
get a strain value of zero when the stress was also zero; in
all cases this ¡neant noving the data values to the left.
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The best-fit curves used to describe the compressive

strength and failure characteristics of the lime-sand mortar

nixes were polynornial curves, The general equation format

of the polynomial curves used was the same as that used for
the cJ.ay mortar mixes. The constant coefficients of these

eguations were determined using the same least-square fil
computer program that was used for the clay mortar mixes;

this program is listed in Appendix c as Computer program No.

2.

The Lowest degree polynomial that followed the data
points was sought when choosing a best-fit curve. With the
majority of the data points indicating some curvature, a

second degree polynomial was initially tested for aII of the
l-ime-sand mortar mixes. The general format of the polyno-

miaL was :

Y = cr 4 czx * cgx2.

Àfter obtaining the required coefficients, the data
points and the best-fit curve were plotted. This was accom-

plished by using a computer program similar to the one used

for plotting the clay mortar plots (Computer progran No. 3)

but modified for the Iime-sand mortar rnixes. Modification
was necessary primarily due to the lower compressive stress
and strain values resulting in changes to the specified
scaling factors. Besides these changes, the use of the vat-
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ues of x8tårt; the way the best-fit curve was plotted; and

the calculation of the adjusted coefficients of multiple
det.ermination tnf,) were alL the same. The tests to deter-
mine whether a best-fit curve Has satisfactory for a given

set of data points was also the same. À copy of the com-

put.er plotting program used for the line-sand mortar mixes

is listed in Àppendix c as Computer Program No. 7.

The best-fit polynomial curve coefficients used for
each set of tests of the l-ime-sand mortar mixes, along with

t.heir respective values of xatart and nf, are recorded in

Table xxIII. Resultant curves from these coefficients and

xstart values plus the previous shift factors of Tab).e XXII,
page 158 are shown in Figures 33 to 66. lncluded in these

f igures, for each mix , are the stress-strain data points for

each cube specimen; these data points are plotted to scale,

Most of these figures have initial data points with negative

strain values; this phenomenon is due to the value of xstârt
in the plotting program. Às explained previously, xstart in

the computer plotting program was used to correct initial
and/or seâting error. Figures 33 to 66 are to be taken as

the representative stress-strain plots for the lime-sand

mortar mixes.

4.2.3.2 Stuily Plota

The compressive strength and failure charac!eristics of each

Iime-sand norÈar mix, at the age of seven and 28 days, is
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Tab¡e lO(I I I

Corputer Plottlng Infor¡atloD for
Llre-Sand ¡lortar ¡llxes

Generaì Equatlon: y = cl + c2x + caxa

L i.me

Brand
Mix
No- ( days )

loefflcient xstart
(%)

R2
.Ac1 c2 ca

.4

t2

l4

t5

16

t7

1?-R

7

28

9
28

I
28

9
28

I

I
2A

7
28

-?3. 18
-98.97

-19.33
-?6.58

-6.280
-129.3

-85.30
-91 .57

-94 .81
-94.08

-37 .',t 7
-78.01

-47 .7 7

-82 .67

145.6
118.1

78. s9
131 .9

104.0

173.1
189.3

196.6
156.5

87.91
774.6

77 .36
16?.3

-35.91
0.0

-t7 .20
-24 . 47

-34.12
-õ2.70

-43 .92
-36 . 13

-53.44
-19.39

-19.84
-42.07

-9 .223
-34 . 06

0.588
0.838

0.261
0. ô62

0.0ô2
o .644

o.517
0.5?9

0.571
0.654

0.39?
0.509

0.579
0.558

0.53
0.95

0.73
o .14

0.43
0.80

0.81
0.82

0.93
0.82

0.83
0.87

0.83
0.80

B

18

19

1
28

7

2A

-86.89
-114.6

-17 . t2
-50 . 44

726 .7
169.2

135.3
82 .32

0.0
-34.77

-27 .7 4
0.0

0.68ô
0.813

0.599
0.613

0.93
o .82

0.58
0.95
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Table )O(I I I

(Contlnued)

Lfne
Brand

¡ll x
No.

Age
( days )

Coefficients xstrrt
l*)

R2
Ac1 c2 ca

B

20

20-R

27

21-R

22

22-R

2S

23-R

7
28

I
28

7

28

I
28

7
28

7

28

1

28

7
27

-81.41
-85.46

-14 .54
-6?.31

-106.2
-94.43

-?6.18
-'t 1 .43

-8ô.41
-141.1

-92 .70
-113.2

-129.5
-114.5

-134.1
-128. 1

146.5
748.4

729 .4
99.01

138.0
r42 .1

115.7
143.0

742 .7
207 .5

158.?
713 .1

194.9
190.8

744 .4
166.8

-22 .29
-29 .42

-26 -79
-16.21

0.0
-9.215

-22 .27
-24 .04

-1 . 562
-1ô.43

-34 . 06
-28.96

-35 . 11
-26.46

-28 . 65
0.0

0.613
0.663

0.668
o.779

0.?69
0.693

0.773
0.603

0.609
0.727

0.685
o .7 44

0.172
0.661

0.836
0.?68

0.86
0.84

0.89
0.91

0.93
0.91

0.94
0.95

0. 86
0.83

0.?9
0.86

o -70
0.91

0 89
0.91

Note: R lndleates ren ix
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Figure 38: Computer Plot Shor,ríng the Seven-Day Conpresslve
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Figure 41: Conputer Plot Showlng the Seven-Day Conpressive
Strength and Failure Characteristics of Lime-Sand Mortar
Mix No. 19
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Figure 63: Computer Plot Showing the 28-Day Compressive
SËrength and Failure Characterl-s tics of Lime-Sand Mortar
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described by the curves given in Figures 33 to 66. From

these figures, different combinations of the curves were put

together for four different studies: I) lime-sand ratio
studies, 2) remix strength studies, 3) seven- and 28-day

strength studies, and 4) lime brand studies.

The purpose of the above respective studies r,ras to get

an indication of how, or if, the compressive strength and

failure characteristics changed: 1) with the change in the

lime-sand ratio, 2) r'ith mixes that have hardened, been

crushed and rernixed, 3) with time, and 4) between two dif-
ferent lime brands for the lime-sand ratios tested at the
age of seven and 28 days.

The above studies were plotted out through the use of a

cornputer pJ.otting program. A copy of this program is tisted
in Appendix G as Computer program No. 8. This program is
similar to Computer Progran No. 5 of Àppendix G with excep-

tion that it was modified for use with lhe lime-sand mortar
mixes. Modifications were required prirnariJ.y due to the

different plotting scales. The computer plots giving the

lime-sand ratio studies are shown in Figures 67 to 70, whiLe

the remix strength studies are given in Figures 71 to 80.

Plots showing the rernaining two studies are given in Àppen-

dix J, Figures J-1 to J-31, pages 471 to 501.
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4.2.4 trtater ial Conoressiva ÞrôbertiêÊ

From the representative conputer plots of Figures 33 to 66,

pages 163 to 196, material compressive properties of the
Iime-sand mortar mixes were acquired. properties tabulated
r¡ere the maximum strain and stress, the moduli of elastic-
ity, rnodulus of elastic resilience and the moduli of tough-
ness.

4.2.4.1 titax imun Strain and Stre3s

Table XXIV lists the maximum compressive strain and stress
vaLues of each lime-sand mortar mix as defined by the best-
fit curves in Figures 33 to 66, pages 163 to 195.

To get an indication of how the maxirnum stress/mortar
strength values changed with the line-sand ratio, computer

plots showing this change were developed. For the original
mixes, one plot was made for lime Brand A and another one

for lime Brand B. À third plot was made for the remix mixes

of lime Brand B, Each of these plots included the seven-

and the 28-day strengths. These plots are shown in Figures
81 to 83. An example run of the computer program used to
plot out these figures is given in Àppendix G, listed as

Computer Program No. 9.



Table XXIV

llaxhur Corpreasive Straln and Stress
Llr€-sand llorter ¡lfxa.l

of

Lime
B¡and

Mix
No.

Age
( days )

Maximum oomDres s i ve
Strain

(8)
Stress
(psi. )

A

12

l3

14

t5

16

17

17-R

7

28

o

2a

I
28

I
2a

I
2A

28

7
2A

1.06
7.t2

1.90
2.04

7 .44
t .27

1.39
1.33

I .27
1.13

l.s9
1.5?

2 .20
1.90

69
L,5 ¿

'to
ro2

127

85
r32

86
r23

65
103

702
723



Table XXIV

( cont lnued )

Lime
Brand

Mix
No.

Age
( days )

¡ilaximum Conppes s i ve
Strain

(%)
Stress
(psi. )

B

t8

19

2o

20-R

27

2l -R

22

22-R

23

23-R

7

28

,l

2A

,l

28

I
28

7

2a

I
28

7

2A

'l
2A

7

28

7

0.86
1 .19

7 .27
0.93

1.03
1.19

t.r7
1,36

0.95
1.00

1.68
1.05

1. 10
0.94

t .25
0.99

1.35
0.98

1. 15
0.89

109
85

85
77

99
89

73
70

131
121

74
93

153
i58

a7
101

t26
r27

119
148

Note: R indicates renix.
1-In the compression tests as defined by the best-fj.t curves of
Flgures 33 to 66, pages 163 to 196.
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4.2.4.2 Moiluli of Elaaticity
For each lime-sand mortar mix, the initial tangen! modul.us

of elasEicity (Eo) and the secant modulus of elasticity (Em)

çere calculated. These calculations were performed using

lhe computer printout of Èhe best-fit curve plotting data

poinÈs representing the curves of Figures 33 to 66, pages

163 to 196. The definitions of Eo and Em are the same as

that for the clay mortar mixes (page 130). Resultant values

of Eo and E* for the lime-sand mortar mixes are in Table

xxv.

4.2,t.3 ltodulus of ElrBtic Regilicncc
The modulus of elasLic resilience for the Lime-sand mortar

mixes r{as calculated using the same procedure as that

described for the clay mortar rnixes (pages 132 t.o 135) .

Both conlinuously curved and Èotally linear stress-s!rain
curves existed for the Iime-sand mortar nixes. Using the

procedure menÈioned above, the whole area under lhe totally
linear stress-strain curve represenls elastic resilience.
Checking wiÈh Table XXIII, pages 161 Èo'1 62, Mix Nos. 18 and

21 in the seven-day test and Mix Nos. 12, 19 and 23-R in the

28-day test had stress-strain curves that are totally Iin-
ear. Table XXVI Iist the modulus of elastic resilience val-
ues for each line-sand mortar mix, as defined by the best-

fit curves of Figures 33 to 66, pages 163 to 196.



1.lo

4.2,4.4 Moduli of Toughness

As with the clay mortar mi.xes, two measures of toughness

were calculated for each Lime-sand mortar mix, the modul-us

of toughness (r) and the modified modulus of toughness (r').
The definitions of these two ¡noduli were discussed with the
clay mortar mixes (pages 135 to 138). Table xxvII list the
T and T' val.ues for each lime-sand mortar mix, as defined by

the bes!-fit curves of Figures 33 to 66, pages 163 to 195.
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Table XXV

Iodul I of B¡a.ttclty for
Llrc-8¡nd lorttr ltr!¡l

Llne
BPand

lll x
No.

Age
( daye )

llodulus of Elastlcltv -- (ngt
Inltial Tangent

Bo
Secantz

Ei

A

t2

13

74

15

16

t7

17-R

7

28

I
2A

8
2A

I
28

8
28

I
2A

7
2A

1t ,000
11 ,808

7,000
10,000

10,000
17,000

12,000
14 , 000

14 , 000
13,000

7,000
13 , 000

7,000
14,000

8,906
n.a.

5,949
8,509

4 ,527
t4,344

10,440
12,885

11 ,590
72,122

6,188
!7,242

õ ,862
11 ,043
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Table XXV

(Contlnued)

Line
Brand

¡li x
No.

Age
( days )

Modulus of E lâst
Initial Tangent

Eo
Secant

En

B

18

19

20

20-R

27

21-R

22

22-R

23

23-R

1
2S

1

28

7

28

I
28

7

28

I
28

7

28

7

28

1

28

7

21

12 , 666
11 ,000

10,000
I .232

12 , 000
11 ,000

9,000
7,000

13,801
r3.000

8,000
12 , 000

14 ,000
18 , 000

11 ,000
13,000

14.000
16,000

13 . 000
16,6?6

n.a.
I.770

8,873
n.a.

10,901
9,5ô8

8,166
6,494

n.a.
12,557

6,961
10,332

13,985
17 , 639

9.688
17 ,821

72 ,251
74 ,472

72 ,243
n.a.

Notes: 1) R indlcates renlx:
2) n.a. lndlcates not applicable.

1-In the conpressfon tests as deflned by the best-flt curves ofFigures 33 to 66, pages 163 to 196.
t'Based at one-half the raxlnun stress indlcated by the best-fit
curves of Figures gg to 66, pages 163 to 196,



Table ¡offI

¡lodulus of Elastlc Resl l lence
for Ltrs-gând llortar lillxr! 1

(Re)

Lime
Brand

Mi x
No.

Age
( days )

Re
in. -lÞs .

in.3

12

l3

14

15

l6

77

17-R

7

28

9
2A

8
28

9
2A

8
28

8
2A

7

28

0.066
0.738

0. 103
0.153

0.076
0.141

0,08?
0.169

0.080
0.156

0,085
0.118

o .222
0. 171
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Table XXVI

(Contlnued)

Lime
Brand

Mix
No.

Age
( days )

Re
in. -lbs.

in.3

18

19

20

20-R

27

21-R

22

22-R

23

23-R

7

2a

't
2A

7

8
2a

7

28

I
2A

7

za

7

2A

7
28

7

21

0.469
0.092

0.102
o.360

o .712
0.103

0.o82
0.094

o .622
0. 146

0.098
0.105

0.209
o . 77',!

0.098
0. 108

0. 162
0. 140

0. 145
0.657

Note: R indicates renix.
1In th. compression tests as defined by the best-fit curves of
Figures 33 to 66, pages 163 to 196.



Table XXVI I

¡lodul i of Toughness for
Llr!-gand llortar ¡llxc.1

L -ime
Brand

Mix
No.

Age
(days )

in. - lbs .

Modulus of Toushness -- in.3
,t

Modified

A

\2

13

14

15

1Þ

r7

1?-R

7

2A

9
28

8
28

o

28

8
2A

I
28

7

28

o .44
o.74

0.86
1.38

0.69
0.98

0.79
1.02

0. ?3
o.74

0.65
1.08

1.29
1.56

o .22
0.0

0,51
0.8?

0.43
0.51

0.49
0.40

0.46
0. 16

0.35
0,67

0.54
1 .02



Table XXVI I

(Contlnued)

Lime
Brand

Mix
No.

Age
( days )

in. - lbs.
Môdìrlrrs ôf Tol|rhness -- in 3

T

Modified

B

18

19

20

20-R

27

21-R

22

22-R

23

23-R

7
2a

7

7

2A

I
2A

7

28

I
2A

,|

28

7

za

7

2a

7
27

o .47
0.60

0.63
0.36

0.55
0.61

0.50
0.55

o .62

0.80
0.54

0.84
o.77

0.65
0.55

0.99
0.67

0.76
0.66

0.0
o .28

o .27
0.0

0. 14
o ,26

0.20
0. 19

0.0
0.06

0.45
0.17

0.01
0.07

0,31
0. 15

0.43
o. 1ô

o.2!
0.0

Note: R indlcates remix.
1-In the conpression tests as defined by the best-fit curves of
Figures 33 to 66, pages 163 to 196.



ChapÈer V

DISCUSSION

If a clay or a lime-sand mortar were to be used, what con-
stituent materials are reguired and in vrhat proportion would

they be needed to give a good quality mortar? The testing
performed in this study attenpted to provide the solutions.

With reference to the results of the testing performed

on these two types of mortars, an examination was carried
out so as to see what constituent materials and in what pro_

portion was best overall in satisfying the essential proper_

ties for a good quality mortar. Às appropriate, the exami-
nation is related to stack¡va11 construction. Essential
properties for a good quality mortar are detaiLed in Àppen-

dix À.

5. 1 CTJÀY MORTÀR

Àn examination of each essential property for a good guality
mortãr (see Appendix A) is performed with respect to aII of
the clay mortar mixes. From this, an indication as to what

constituent materials and in what proportion t.hey would be

requi red has been sough!.

- ¿¿6
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5.1 .1 i{orkabilitv
Àt the possible expense of providing good workability in the

clay mortar mixes, by design, the minimal amount of water

was used in each mix. This was done so as to minimize the
amount of volumetric shrinkage which is associated with the
drying of c 1ay.

Using the flow test as an indicator to the workability
of Lhe nortar, Table vI , page 88 shows that with exception
of Mix No. 1, all of the clay mortar mixes had a fLow/

workability approximateJ.y one-half or 50 percent of that
used for conventional mortars (see pefinitions). Mix No. 1,

which had no lime content, had the lowest flow/workability
at about 0.09 or nine percent of that used in conventional
mortars (see Definitions). This small flow vatue is in part
due to lhe lower moisture content (based as a percentage of
the clay solids onl-y, not the total dry solids) of Mix No. 1

(see Table vII, pages 89 to 90). The higher moisture con-
tent of the renaining mixes was required largely due to the
addition of dry lime to the mixture.

With respect to the flow test results, it is indicated
that the addition of lime to a clay mortar is beneficiaL in
terms of improving the property of workability. This leaves

Mix No. 1 out as a possible mix candidate. The other .l 
0

Iime-containing rnixes are still possible mix candidates.
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Intuitively, both positive and negative features were

detected with respect to the property of workabitity. The

positive features for the cLay mortar were: 1) while
spreading, the water did not separate nor did the solid
materials segregate out of the mix, 2) the rnixture clung
onto vertical surfaces, and 3) the mortar had a consistency
that would extrude readily from joints without dropping as

the building unit was placed and at the same time had body

so that it could support courses of units withouL undergoing

excessive distortion. The negative features were: 1) rela-
tive to conventi.onal mortars (see Definitions), clay rnortar

was not easy to spread -- it required a degree of effort,
and 2) the mortar was adhesive to the trowel which would

create a probJ.em for a mason in filling joints without undue

ef fort and time.

5.1 .2 Water Retention

A water retention test was not performed for any of the clay
mortar mixes. It is noted though, that because clay has a

natural water holding characÈeristic, moderate v¡ater reten-
tivity did exist.

5. 1 .3 Bond

Àppendix À states that in general, a mortar will form a good

bond in masonry if it possesses high workability, high water

retention, high strength and low air content. Other factors
affecting bond are voLume changes and resilience.
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The cJ-ay mortar mixes were previously discussed as hav-

ing 1ow workability and presumably having moderate water

ret.entivity. Higher strengths were attained for Mix Nos. 1

to 5 (see Table x, page 131), with Mix No. 2 having the

highest at 871 psi. Measurements of air content were not
per f ormed .

The high volumetric shrinkage that occurred upon drying
of all the clay mortars (see Figure 3, page 93, or Tables

F-I to F-XII in Àppendix F, pages 339 to 350), is seen as a

negative factor for good bonding. Listed in Tabl-es XIII and

xIV, pages 136 and .l 37 is the modulus of elastic resiLience
for each clay mortar mix. Examination of these two tables
shovrs that the mix with the highest elastic resilience is
Mix No. 2.

From the above discussion on bond, clay mortar may have

problems in providing a good bond in masonry work. However,

out of all the clay mortar mixes, the most favourable

appears to be Mix No. 2.

5. 1 .4 Strenoth

A graphical illustration of how the compressive strength and

failure characteristics changed with changes of a single
mortar component is iLlustrated in the Lime Study, Sand

Study and Fibre Study plots, Figures 23 to 25, pages 126 to
128. From these study plots, the most favourable propor-

tions of dry materials were 3 percen! hydrated lime, 33.3
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percent sand and 1,75 percent fibres. The combination of

these materials Hith respect to the base weíght neasurement

of one unit of dry clay corresponds to Mix No. 2.

À comparison of the compressive strength and failure
characteristics of the dry-cured Mix No. 5A with the moist-

cured Mix No. 58 is iLlustrated in lhe Moisture curing

Study, Figure 26, page 129, From this figure, it is shown

that in terms of the compressive strength and failure char-

acteristics, there was no great advantage to the moisture

curing process (specimens kept in the moisture curing room

for about the first two weeks) for a clay mortar mix.

The mortar strength required for stackwall construction

is discussed in Àppendix K. From this appendix, it is
stated that the minimum laboratory compressive strength

required for a one- and two-storey stackwall houses should

theoretically be 47 and 94 psi. respectively. Àppendix K

also recommends a maximum strength of 180 to 460 psi.; the

exact figure in this range is determined by Èhe speci.es of

wood used as a buiJ.ding unit in stackwall (see Table K-I ,

page 512). The above strength vaLues were assumed to be the

28-day compressive strengths as tested on two-inch cube

spec imens in the ).aboratory.

Table X, page 131 lists the maximum compressive strain
and stress reached by the clay mortar mixes as determined by

the besf-fit curves of Figures 4 to 15, pages 105 to 116.
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ÀlL of the clay mortar mixes met the minimum strenglh

reguirement, l,lith respect to the maximum strength recommen-

dation, Mix Nos. 1 to 5 (both 5A and 58) exceeded this upper

Limit while Mix Nos. 6 to 11 did not.

If the maximum strength allowed was ignored, Mix No. 2

would be chosen as the best mix since it had the highest

compressive strength at 871 psi. Mix Nos. 6 to 11 had

strengths tha! Here within the strength limits given by

Àppendix K. Of lhese, Mix Nos. 6 and 9 would be chosen as

the best mixes since the other mixes had considerably lower

stiffness. The compressive strengths of Mix Nos. 6 and 9

were respectively recorded as 344 and 304 psi.

5. 1 .5 Àutoocnous Healino

No attempt was nade to determine if any or all of the clay

mortar mixes had the property of autogenous hea).ing,

5.1.6 Elastícity and FIexibiIítv
A mortar that has high elasticity and flexibility is prefer-

able in masonry work (see Àppendix À). Elasticity wilL be

judged by examining the modulus of eLastic resilience (see

Tables XIII and XIV, pages 136 and 137) of each mix. Flexi-
bility wiLL be judged by examining the moduli of toughness

(see Tabl.es Xv and XVI , pages 139 and 140) of each mix.

Às previously discussed with the property of bond, the

mix nith the highest elastic resilience/elasticity was Mix
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No. 2. Examining Tables xv and xVI , pages 139 and 140, the

highest moduli of !oughness/flexibility values also occurred
with Mix No. 2.

It is expected then that Mix No.

highest elasticity and flexibility out

tar mixes.

2

of

will- provide the

all the clay mor-

5.1 .7 Ef florescence

The efflorescence potential of mortar is dependent primary

on its workability and the materials of which it is composed

(see Appendix A). wilh exception to Mix No. 1, al-1 of the

clay nortar mixeè had approximatel.y the same workability (as

indicated by their flow test results -- see Table VI r Þa9e

88), the same components, and the same source of materials;
lhis would indicate lhat Mix Nos. 2 Lo 11 all had the same

efflorescence potential. Except for being devoid of Iime,
Mix No. '1 also had the same kind and source of materials,
but with its lower workability (see Table VI , page 88), it
use is seen as unfavourable.

5.1 .8 Durabi 1í tv
A mortar mix that is favoured in providing a good bond wiII
in general provide masonry work that has good durability.
This stems from the fact that a mortar with good bonding

characteristics will create a wall that is watertight; this
wiLl reduce the migration of water into the masonry work
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which will in effect reduce the potenLial for efflorescence
to occur and reduce the destructive effects of freezing
water .

Referring back to the discussion on bond, the mix cho-

sen as having the best bonding potentiaL was Mix No. 2. In
turn, this means that Mix No. 2 has the best potential in
creating masonry work that has good durability.

There is however only one true test of durability --
the test is of time. Mortar in-situ, exposed to the envi-
ronmental- elements over time, is the only sure test of dura-
bi 1i ty.

5.1.9 Volunetric Chanoes

Two kinds of drying shrinkage were expected with the use of
clay as a major mortar component. The first kind was antic-
ipated during the initial drying stage, shortly after being
placed in the wal]. After this, once the clay mortar is set
in a wall and exposed to the environmental conditions, a

second kind of drying shrinkage can occur during the wetting
and drying cyc 1es.

Two methods of approach were

minimize the expected shrinkage of

approach was the addition of lime

approach, performed with Mix No.

process.

takèn to eliminate or to
clay mortar. The first

to the mixes. À second

5, was a moisture-curing
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During the initiaL drying stage, all of the clay mortar

mixes with and v¡ithout Lime experienced high volumetric

shrinkage. This is indicated in Figure 3, page 93, or

Tables F-I to F-XII, pages 339 to 350, where drying shrink-
age took place during the first eight days of exposure to
Iaboratory air. Àfter this age, the volume of the specimens

remained stable at about 56 percent of their original vol-
ume. Mix No. 5 with moisture curing showed no shrinkage

while in the moisture curing room, but once put out into the

Iaboratory air, the shrinkage behaviour was similar to that
of Mix No. 5 with no moisture curing.

If this amount of shrinkage were to take place around

the masonry units, it would cause a loss of bond resulting
in leaky walIs, In stackwall construction the ì.eaky walls
wouLd allow wetting and drying cycles of the logs and insu-
lation which would lead to the deterioration of the build-
in9. If the salt(s) for efflorescence (see Appendix A) were

to exist in the clay mortar materials, the teaky walI would

also increase the potential for efflorescence Lo occur.

To correct the initial drying shrinkage characteristic
of clay mortars in stackwall construction, the joints would

have to be refilled a number of times tiII the shrinkage gap

¡,ra s reduced to the point where it could be fiIled with
caulking, as would be the case r+ith conventional mortar [51,
pp.44 and 611 .
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This high volumetric shrinkage was also foreseen as a

problem in the construction of the corners of a stackwall
building. In stackwalL construction it is very important to
have the corners construcÈed so that they are plumb, square
(as it would be in any other type of building) and to have

the timbers paraI1e1 to each other [51, p. 39] . The reason

for this is that the corners are used as reference points so

as to build the !¡alLs plumb and straight [51, p. 41]. with
the high volumetric shrinkage experi.enced v¡ith the cJ-ay mor-

tar, distortion of the corners would be inevitable resulting
in cornplications during stackwall construction.

Àt present, if clay mortar were to be used in stackwall
construction, it is suggested that it not be used in the

corners, but only in the wall- portion. In the corners, a

mort.ar that has a fairly low volumetric shrinkage upon dry-
ing shoul-d be used instead. In order for this to work, the

two mortars would have to be cornpatible. An example of com-

patibility would be similar conpressive strength and failure
characteristics. Conventional mortar (see Definitions)
presently used for sÈackwaIl construction [51, p. 20] has

proven to provide satisfactory corners. Therefore, one the-
oretical mode of construction would be to use a conventional
mortar in the corners that is cornpatible with the clay mor-

tar forming the remaining part of the stackwalL.

Àlthough the volumetric shrinkage during the initial
drying stage was not prevented through the use of time in
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the clay mortar, it is possible that the volume change dur-
ing the wetting and drying cycles may be stabilized. To

determine if this is vaIid, Iaboratory or field tests on

assemblage or wall panels of stackr¡all would have to be per-
formed.

5.1 .10 Econonv

Às explained in Àppendix À, there are two costs to consider
when deal-ing Ì¡ith mortar, the initial cost and the secondary

costs. The secondary cos! factors will be considered first.

Clay mortars cling to vertical surfaces ¡vel,l which

implies that Iittle mortar r¡ould be wasted due to droppings
during construction. The setting characteristic of clay
mortars was also considered slor.' enough so that labour time
spent in retempering (see Definitions) would be rninimaL.

These are two positive economic factors.

The clay mortars were designed t¡ith a Iow f.low/
workability. This feature means more time to mix and 1ay

the mortar. The cl-ay mortar mixes also have high voLumetric

shrinkage upon drying. Subsequently, refilling of mortar
into the shrinkage gaps would have to be performed theoreti-
cally a number of times till the gap at the joint is smal1

enough to cau1k. With each fitling, additionaL labour time

and material would be required. If labour and/or material
is part of thè stackwall construction cost, the low fLow/

workability and the high volumetric shrinkage of clay mortar
become negat ive economic features.
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Surface cracks were noted to exist on the clay mortar

specimens. If such cracks appeared on the walls of stack-

wal)., additional Iabour and material cost would be invol'ved

to fill them up. Even if these costs are very small, an

examination of the notes taken on the mixes in Àppendix H

wilL determine which ¡nix/nixes had the most favourable crack

distribution.

The original top surface of the specimens was assurned

to bes! correspond to the wal1 surface since they are both

exposed to the air at the initial stage of drying. From

Àppendix H, it is noted that for Mix Nos. 58 and 7 to 11'

the cracks were evenly distributed on the specirnens. The

remaining mixes, Mix Nos. 1 to 5A and 6, had cracks only

near the botton of the specimens but none near or at the

top; these are the tnost favourable mixes to use in terns of

Èhe crack distribution PatÈern.

The mix that looks the most promising in terms of pro-

viding the best durability will require the least amount of

maintenance rrork. This mix r¿ould be an economic asset since

naintenance work usually involves some considerable expendi-

ture. The previous discussion on durability pointed out

that the best potential in creating masonry work with good

durability is Mix No. 2. Mix No. 2 is also among the mixes

that are favourable to use in terms of crack distribution.
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From the discussion of the secondary economic factors,
for a c3.ay mortar, it is suggested that Mix No. 2 be used.

At present, the Northern Housing Committee [St1 =,rn-
gests thab a conventional mortar (see .Def initions) be used

for stackwall construction. In particular, a portLand

cement:lime:sand (P.C.:L:S) ratio of 2:1:6 is stated in Ref-
erence 51 lpage 20). The initial cost of this mortar and

clay mortar Mix No. 2 is calculated in Àppendix L; these

calcuLations were based on a number of assumptions and a

range of prices found in Winnipeg, Canada as of June, jgg7.

For the conventional mortar above, it was calculated in
Appendix L that the cost is 93.27 to 94.35 per cubic foot.
With clay mortar Mix No. 2, the cost was calculated to be

$0.29 to 90,44 per cubic foot. Referring to Table L-II of
Appendix L, page 523, the cost of clay mortar Mix No. 2 is
0.09 to 0.10 ti¡nes that of the above conventional mortar.
From this comparison, there is a definite initial cosL

advantage in using the clay mortar Mix No. 2 over the con-
ventional mortar presently suggested for stackl¡alI construc-
tion.

5.1 .1 1 Àppearance

The following discussion on appearance will assume that con-

sistent workmanship is applied with alL of the clay mortar
mixes. This will leave only the characteristics of the mor-

tars to be judged for appearance. The original top surface
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of the specimens was assumed to best correspond to the wall

surface since they are both exposed to the air at the ini-
t ial stage of drying.

Mix No, t had a dark greyish brown colour. The rernain-

ing clay mortar mixes were grey, These colours were consid-

ered acceptable.

Examination of the pre-testing notes in Appendix H,

reveaÌs that with exception to Mix No. 58, the original top

surface of the specirnens had a surface texture Lhat Has

smooth wilh some roughness. For Mix No. 58, slight bumps

vere noticed. The mixes absent of bumps are preferred.

The sight of cracks on the

tar is an appearance factor to
the discussion of economy that

and 6 had no cracks near or at

terms of appearance, these are

exterior surface of the nor-

consider. It was noted wit.h

c Iay norbar Mi x Nos . '1 to 5A

the top of the specimens, In

favourable mixes,

Considering together the surface texture and cracks,

Mix Nos. '1 to 5A and 6 best satisfy the property of appear-

ance.

5.1 .12 Sunmare

Reviewing the discussion naterial made wiLh respect to the

essenlial properties for a good qua).ity mortar, lhe most

promising clay nortar is Mix No. 2, i.e, 33.3% sand, 1.75%

f ibres, 3% hydrated I ine , and 140% nater, aIl proport ioned

by dry weight to one unit of dry clay.
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The clays used in this study came from one area and had

similar properties (see Àppendix B). It is realized that
the composition and properties of clay can vary from one

area to anolher; this may have the effect of creating a clay
mortar that has different properties (see Àppendix a) from

that of the clays used in this study. Àl-though this may

occur, it is the adeguacv of a mortar that is of importance,

It is important to remember that an adequate mort.ar is one

that behaves satisfactorily (see Àppendix À), not one tha!
has high strength. À mortar that behaves satisfactorily
does not need improvement.

5.2 LIME-SÀND MORTÀR

Àn examination of each essential property for a good quality
mort.ar (see Àppendix A) is performed with respect to all of

the lime-sand mortar mixes. From this, an indication as to
v¡hat Iime-sand ratio to use is obtained. The performance of

the remix mixes relative to the originaL mixes is also exam-

ined.

5.2.1 Workabí 1i tv
Using the flow test as an indicator to the workability of

the mortar, Table XVIII, page 143 shows that all of the

l-ime-sand mortar mixes had a flow/workability within or

close to the range (105 to 115 percent) specified by CSA

À8-1970, Article 7.9.5.3 [15, p. 29]. The average flow of

a1l the mixes was 112 percent.
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Às the lime content increased in a lirne-sand mortar

mix, the workability of the naterial with the trowel
increased. Wi.t.h respect to the requirements for good worka-

bility, as discussed in Appendix A, only one requirement t¡as

not met by all of the mixes. None of the mixes had body so

that they could support many courses of nasonry units with-
out undergoing di stortion. This one negative feature
becomes unimportant though if rapid construction is not uti-
1ized, as is usually the case for stackwall construction.

5.2.2 Water RetenÈ ion

À water retention test r¡as not performed for any of the

lime-sand mortar mixes. An indication of good water reten-
tivity was evident though, since it took a few days for the

J-ef tover pile of mortar to dry out, Àlthough the mortar

stayed damp for this time, some hardening did take place

suggesting that further construction could take place.

Àn indirect indication of good water retention was seen

from the Vicat tests performed for Mix Nos. 14 and 17. The

time needed for the reguired 10 millimetre settlement was

respectively 29 and 37 hours. Water retention capabilities
of lime is further supported in literature [38,40r48,69].
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5.2.3 Bond

Àppendix A states that in general, a mortar will form a good

bond in masonry if it possesses high workability, high water

retention, high strength and Low air conLent. Other factors
affecting bond are volume changes and resilience,

The lime-sand mortar mixes were previously described as

having good workability and good water retenLion.

Figures 81 to 83, pages 215 Eo 217, shol¡s how the mor-

tar strength changed with t.he lime-sand ratio. Referring to
Figure 81, page 2l5, the highest sLrength of the Iime Brand

A mortar mixes is indicated at the lime:sand ratios of. 1:3.2

and 1:3.9 for the seven- and 28-day tests respectively; the

average of these t¡ro ratios is 1:3.6. For l-ime Brand B,

Figure 82, page 216 indicates that the highest strength wiII
occur at the lime:sand ratio of .1 :2.9 for both the seven-

and 28-day tests. Figure 83, page 217 shows tha! for the

remix mixes of lime Brand B, the highest seven- and 28-day

strength occurred at the lime:sand ratio of 1:2. For reason

of providing good bond through a higher strength mortar, a

Iime:sand ratio in the range from 1i2 to 1:3.5 is suggested

from the strength tests.

Measurements of air content were not performed for any

of the lime-sand mortar mixes; it ¡+as noted though, that.

upon breaking up of the leftover piles of dried mortar for
the remix mixes, the material in the cross-section was

porous
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The Lor,¡ volumetric shrinkage that took place upon dry-
ing for all of the lime-sand mortar mixes (see Table XX,

page 146) is seen as a posilive factor for good bonding.

The modulus of elastic resilience for alt of the lime-
sand mortar mixes is listed in Tab1e XXVI , pages 222 Lo 223.

Àn examination of the original mixes in this table show lhat
lhere is not a large change in the elastic resilience with
t,he change in the Iime-sand ratio of a mix. The difference
between the lowest and the highest moduLus of elastic
resilience recorded in Tab1e XXVI , pages 222 Eo 223, is
0.672 in.-Ibs./in.3.

For Iime Brand À, the highest elastic resilience for
the seven- and 28-day tests occurred at the Iime:sand ratios
of 1:5 and 1:6 respectively; for lime Brand B, the corre-
sponding lime:sand ratios are 1:3.65 and 1:5 respectively.
This would indicate that a lime:sand ratio in the range from
'1 :3.65 to 1:6 is favourable in providing the higher elastic
resilience. It is noted though, that the change in the

elastic resilience with the change of the Iime-sand ratio of

a mix is small.

With respect to the remix mixes of lime Brand B, the

modulus of elastic resilience increased as the lime concen-

trat.ion increased. The elastic resilience of the remix

mixes were in general lower than that of the corresponding

original mixes !,rith exception at the Iime:sand ratio of 1:2.
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At this ratio, the elastic resilience of the remix mixes

were higher than the original mixes with exception to lime

Brand B at the seven-day test where the elastic resilience
was just below that of the original mix, This indicates
that if a similar or even a higher degree of elastic
resilience is desired in a remix mix as compared to its
original mix, a lime:sand ratio ot 1:2 is required. Since

the change in the elastic resilience from mix to mix or

remix to remix is small, a remix mix with a lower lime con-

centration does not necessarily rnean that it wilL l.ack in
adequate or compatible elastic resilience.

In terms of strength, a lime:sand ratio in the range of
1:2 to 1:3.6 is suggested to provide a better bonding mor-

tar. However, in terns of resilience, a Iime:sand ratio in
the range of 1:3.65 lo 1:6 is suggested. The fact that the

change in elastic resilience ¡,rith the change in the Iime-
sand ratio is small coupled r¡ith the fac! that a remix mix

with a lime:sand ratio of 1:2 provides a mortar t.hat has a
resiLience close to or higher than that of the original mix,

a lime:sand ratio in the range of 1:2 to 1:3.6 is suggested

for a better bonding mortar.

5.2.4 Strenqth

A graphical illustration of hor¡

fa i lure characteristics changed

sand ratio is illustrated in

the compressive strength and

with the change in the lime-

the Lime-Sand Ratio Study
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plots, Figures 67 Lo 70, pages 198 to 201. In general, the
lime:sand ratios that appear to be the most favourable in
these figures range fron 1 ,2 to 1:3.65.

The compressive strength and failure characteristics of
the remix mixes as compared to the original mix is illus-
trated in the Rernix Strength Study p1ots, Figures Z1 t.o gO,

pages 202 to 211. Frorn these figures, it is shown that the
renix compressive strength and failure characteristics was

similâr to or better than that of the original mix only at
the lime:sand ratio of 1i2. This held true for both lime
Brands À and B. For mixes with lower lime concentrations,
the original mixes had a strength that vras superior to that
of the remix.

The mortar strength required for stackwall construction
is discussed in Appendix K. From this appendix, it is
stated that the ninimum J.aboratory compressive strength of
mortar required for a one- and tlro-storey stackwall house

should theoretically be 47 and 94 psi. respectively. Àppen-

dix K also recommends a maximum strength of jBO to 460 psi.;
the exact figure in t.his range is determined by the species

of wood used as a building unit in stackvall (see Table K-I ,

page 5l2). The above strength values were assumed t.o be the
28-day compressive strength requirements as tested on two-

inch cube specimens in the laboratory.
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Since both seven- and 28-day sErength tesÈs were per-

formed for the Lime-sand mortar mixes, a correlation between

the lwo strengths is needed. Researchers have found tha!

the 28-day sgrengths of mortars, regardless of lime content,

average about 60 percent higher than seven-day strengths

1121 . This can be written as:

f- = 1.6(f* )¡rr2 8 -Day 'rr7 -Day

or

tit-o." = o'625(tirr-ou")

The above relationships between the seven- and 28-day

strengths can be checked graphically and numerically. À

graphical check between the seven- and 28-day strength of

each lime-sand mortar mix is illustrated on computer plots

in Àppendix J, Figures J-1 to J-17 , pages 471 to 487 .

NumericaIly, lhis relationship can be checked nith the maxi-

mum conpressive strain and stress results in Table xxIv,
pages 213 Èo 214. For line Brand À, the above relationship
holds true on average, especially when using only the origi-
nal mix results. with lime Brand B, on average of all the

mixes, lhe seven- and 28-day strengths are approximately the

same.

DespiÈe the behaviour of Èhe mixes of Lime Brand B' the

above relationship will be used to calculat.e the lheoreti-
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caIIy reguired seven-day strengths. Using the 28-day

strength specifications of Appendix K, the minimum accept-

able seven-day strength of mortar for a one- and two-storey
stackwall house calculates to be 29 psi. (47 x 0.625) and 59

psi. (94 x 0.625) respectively.

Table XXIV, pages 213 Eo 214 lists the maximum compres-

sive strain and stress reached by all of the lime-sand mor-

tar mixes. From this table, it is seen that the mínimum

28-day strength required for a one-storey stackwall house

(AZ psi. ) r,¡as met by all of the original and remix mixes at
both the seven- and 28-day tests.

For a tt¡o-storey stackwall house, the minimum seven-

and 28-day strengths were previously stated as 59 psi. and

94 psi, respectively. Àn examination of Table XXIV, pages

213 Eo 214 shows that all of the original and remix mixes

satisfied the calculated seven-day strength requirement (59

psi,). The 28-day strength requirement (9a psi.) however,

was not met by al1 of the mixes. Mix Nos. 18, 19 and 20 of
the original mixes and Remix Nos. 20-R and 21-R had 28-day

strengths beLow the required strength of 94 psi.; Remix No,

21-R had a borderline 28-day strength of 93 psi. À11 of
this indicates that for a lime-sand mortar !o be used for a

tlro-storey stackwall house, a lime:sand ratio in lhe range

of 1:2 to 1:3.65 (Mix Nos. f5 to 17 of lime Brand À/Mix Nos.

21 to 23 of lime Brand B) will meet the 28-day strength
reguirement. This holds true for both the original and

remix mixes.
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It is interesLing to note at this point how tr¡o differ-
ent brands of lime (classified as being the same), when put

into separate but identical lime-sand mortar mixes, can have

different conpressive strength and failure characteristics.
This difference in compressive strength and failure charac-
teristics is graphically il.lustrated in the Lime Brand Study

computer plots of Appendix J, Figurès J-18 to J-31, pages

488 to 501. The difference can be accounted for in a number

of ways. Two different sources of lime may differ Somewhat

in material properties (see Àppendix E for a brief descrip-
tion of the two lime brands used). Another reason could be

an unintentional difference in the tamping pressure used

during the moulding process.

With respect to the maximum strength recommended in
Àppendix K (180 to 460 psi.), none of the original or remix

mixes exceeded this upper lirnit.

The recommended .range of lime-sand ratios in terns of
strength for a one- and tl¡o-storey stackwall house differ
from one another, For a one-storey stackwaLl house, all- of
the mixes proved to have adequate strength, whereas for a

two-storey stackwaLl house, lirnits were exceeded. So as to
provide a unified line-sand ratio of a Iirne-sand mortar for
stackwall house construction, the range specified for a two-
storey stackwall house wilL govern. In terms of strength, a

lime:sand ratio in the range of. 1i2 to 1:3.65 is suggested

for stackwall construction.
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5.2.5 Àutooenous Healino

No attempt was made to determine if any or aLl of the lime-
sand mortar mixes had the ability of performing autogenous

healing. References 38, 48 and 68 point out though, that
lime-sand mortars do have this property.

5.2.6 Elasticitv and Flexi.bilitv
À mortar that has high elasticity and flexibitity is prefer-
able in masonry work (see Àppendix A). E1âsticity can be

judged by examining the modulus of elastic resilience (see

Table XXVI , pages 222 to 223) of. each mix. Flexibitity can

be judged by examining the moduli of toughness (see Tab1e

XXVII, pages 224 to 225) of each mix.

Às previously discussed with the property of bond,

there were small differences in the elastic resilience/
elasticity among all of the Iime-sand mortar mixes. In
spite of this fact, it was pointed out that the highest
resilience/elasticity was reached v¡ith t.he lime:sand ratio
ranging fron 1:3.65 to 1:6. For a remix mix to have

resilience/elasticity that is similar to or higher than the

original mix, a Lime:sand ratio of 1:2 is required.

A study of the moduli of toughness values reveals that
there is no clear indicat.ion as to what range of lime-sand
ratios provide the highest flexibility. Highest values

occurred across the whole range of lime-sand ratios that
were tested. In some instances, the values did not change
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significantly with the change in the l-ime-sand ratio; exam-

ples of this occurred with the modulus of toughness (T) at
the 28-day age for the lime Brand B original and remix

¡nixes. Some of the modified modulus of toughness values had

figures that were near to and even at zero. In spite of the

above, if a recommendation is to be made based on the fre-
quency of occurrence rather than a general trend, the high-
est moduli of toughness/flexibility will- occur with the

Iime: sand ratio ranging from 1:2 Eo 1 :3.65.

For the reasons stated, the above lime-sand ratios dis-
cussed for higher elasticity and flexibility bear 1itt1e
weight on the final overalL recommended ratio(s).

5.2,7 Ef florescence

The ef f Lorescence potential of
on its workability and on the

posed ( see Àppendix A).

mortar is dependent primarily
materials of which it is com-

The workability of all the Iime-sand mortar mixes was

approximately the same (as indicated by their fLow test
resuLts in Table xvIII, page 143); this sirnilarity means

that with respect to workability, an equaL efflorescence
potential exists among al1 of the mixes/lime-sand ratios.

with respect to the materials, each mix contained the

same components: hydrated Iirne, sand and water. Two brands

of line nere used to form two sets of mixes; the efflores-
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cence potential between these lwo sets may not be equal as

lhe source of the two lime brands were different (see Àppen-

dix E). However, the potential in each set remained con-

stan! since the source of lime used for each mix/lime-sand

raLio was the same. The source of the sand and water

remained constant for al1 of the mixes; this indicates no

differential efflorescence potentiaL among the mixes due to

the sand or water.

5.2.8 Ðurabilitv
À mortar mix that is favoured in providing a good bond will
in general provide masonry work that has good durabi).ity.
This stems from the fact that a mortar Hith good bonding

characteristics will create a wa11 that is v¡atertight; this
will reduce the migration of water into the masonry work

which wiIl in effect reduce the poLential for efflorescence

to occur and reduce the destructive effects of freezing

water.

Referring back to the discussion on bond, the range of

lime:sand ratios suggested as having the best bonding poten-

tial were 122 Eo 1:3,6. In turn, this means that the same

range of lime-sand ratios has lhe best potential in creating

masonry work t.hat has good durability.

The true test of durability is time. Masonry struc-
tures built with a straight Iime-sand mortar in its in-situ
condition exposed to the environmental elements over many
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Exanples of such structures

Canada.

South of Selkirk, Manitoba at the Lower Fort Garry

National Historic Park, all of the original masonry con-

struction was d.one r¡ith a straight Iime-sand mortar and

Limestone building blocks. Àssociated with this fort, three

examples of this type of construction will be given: 1) the

central building known as the Bi9 House, built in 1832 (Pho-

tograph 19), 2) the fur loft and saleshop which Þras among

the first buildings constructed inside the fort sometimes

prior to 1874 (Photograph 20), and 3) the walls surrounding

the fort which have an average height of 7.5 feet which were

conpleted around 1848 (Photograph 21). Photograph 22 shows

a close-up view of an original lime-sand mortar joint that
is typical of the masonry structures at this fort; specifi-
cal.1y this photograph was taken of a joint on the south wal-l

of the fur loft and saleshop with a macro 1.5 magnification

lens. The above structures are presently in good condition

serving as part of a National Historic Park.

The St. Andrews Ànglican Church located between Win-

nipeg and SeIkirk, Manitoba is another example of Iirne-sand

mortar and Iimestone building blocks construction (photo-

graph 23). BuiIt during the period of 1845 to 1849, this
church stiIl stands in sound condition and continues to be

the focus of an active parish life.



Photograph 19r The Big House at the Lower For.t
Garry National Historic Park, Manitoba, Canada

Àt the intersection of Main Street and Centre Avenue of
Stonewall, Manitoba there exist a number of buildings con-

structed with lime-sand mortar and limestone building
blocks. At this site there exist a library, a bank and a

retail store (Photographs 24 to 26 respectively). The

library was built in 1914. It is assumed lhat the other

buildings were constructed about the same Lime. À11 of

these buildings stiì.1 appear to be in good condition and are

stiII in fulL use.



Photograph 20: Fur Loft and Saleshop at the Lower
Fort Garry NationaL Historic park, Manitoba,
Ca n ada

Noting the age of t.he above examples and the fact t.hat

these structures have been exposed to the harsh environmen-

tal ¡,¡eather conditions of Manitoba, it is rrithout a doubt

that masonry structures built v¡ith a Iime-sand mortar are

durable. There are probably numerous other examples to
prove that Iime-sand mortars produce durable structures, but

with the advent of Portland cement, t.hey have become 1ess

prevalent. It should be noted here that Portland cement lras

introduced to mortar to provide fast setting and high early



Photograph 21 : The
For! Garry National
Canada

Wal1s Surrounding the Lower
Historic Park, Manitoba,

strength so that construction can proceed at a rapid pace.

It was not inbroduced for the purpose of ultimate high mor-

tar or masonry assemblage strength [12].
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Photograph 22: Close-Up of a Typi-
cal Lime-Sand Mortar Joint of Fur
Loft and Saleshop (South wall) in
Photograph 20, eage 254 -- Lens:
Macro 1.5 Magnif ication



Photograph 23: St. Andrews Anglican Church North
of Winnipeg, Canada
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Photograph
Ca na da

Library in Stonewall, Man i toba,



Photograph
Canada

in Stoner¡a1I, Man i toba ,
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Photograph 26: Retail Store in Stonewall, Mani_toba, Canada

5.2.9 Volurnetric Chanoes

Only one kind of volume change/volumetric shrinkage was

expected with the use of a lime-sand mortar. This v¡as

expected to occur during the initial drying stage, shortly
after being placed in the wall.

Table XX, page 146 list.s the volumetric shrinkage that
took place for all of the lime-sand mortar mixes. The

degree of shrinkage which occurred for the remix mixes was
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approximately the same as that occurred for the original
mixes. Fron this table it is seen that the shrinkage that
took p).ace up to the seven-day age was approximately the
same for all of the mixes; this was also true at the 2g_day

âge. The average volumetric shrinkage at the seven_ and
28-day age was approximately four and five percent respec_
lively. From these figures it appears that the majority of
the shrinkage took place in the first week of drying.

In st.ackv¡aIl construction, a certain amount of shrink_
age of the mortar is considered acceptable as part of the
construction process [51 , OO. 44 and 61]. The magnitude of
volumetric shrinkage reported above for the Iime-sand mortar
mixes is considered to bè within the acceptable amount.
Shrinkage causing distortion of the corners or requiring
subsequent ref iJ.ling of mortar at the log-mortar joints
should not occur with Iime-sand mortar. Caulking around the
logs as prescribed in Reference 51 tpp. 44 and 611 would
however be n ec es sa ry.

5.2.10 Econorny

Às exprained in Appendix À, there are two costs to consider
when deaLing with mortar, the initial- cost and the secondary
costs. The secondary costs are considered first.

The cross-section of dried lirne-sand mortar was noted
to be porous. Àlthough not proved, it appeared that the
degree of porosity was greater that what exists in conven_
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tional mortar (see Definitions). since conventionar mortar
is presently used in stackwall construction [51, p. 20],
this characteristic of Iime-sand nortars may prove to
develop a better insulated wal1. Economic benefit from this
would be realized when the stackwall house/building is in
use through savings in heating and/or cooling costs.

ÀI1 of the lime-sand mortar mixes ¡,¡ere found to have
good workability. This feature means that the labour time
required to mix and lay the mortar r¡ill be at a minimu¡n,

This in turn vi11 minimize the Labour cost, if it exists.
Having good workability, the mort.ar clung onto vertical sur_
faces well, which implies that onJ.y smaLl amounts of mortar
would be l¡asted due to droppings. Even if droppings occur,
there is sone positive indications that dried lime-sand mor_

tar can be remixed (see discussion on other mortar proper_
ties). If remixing is possible, further economic advantãge
i s seen .

The Iime-sand mortar mixes r¡ere found to have slow set_
ting characteristics. If labour cost is a factor, this
leads to an economic benefit since the possible time spent
in retempering (see Definitions) wouLd be minimal. This
benefit will be seen only if the pace of construction is not
rapid as the slow setting r¡it1 restrict the number of cour_
ses of building units that can be built up at a time. In
the case of stackwall construction, this benefit will in
most cases be appl icable.
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The average volumetric drying shrinkage experienced by

the lime-sand mortar nixes at the 2g-day age was five per_
cent (see Table XX, page 146). This is relatively low.
with this magnitude of shrinkage, cauLking at each stackl¡alI
joint, as prescribed by the Northern Housing Committee [51,
pp' 44 and 61J, can probably be done v¡ith no prior refilling
of mortar. This becomes an economic benefit if labour and

naterial costs are a factor in refilLing of mortar into
shrinkage gaps.

The mixes that are Èhe most pronising in terms of pro_
viding the best durabitity wiIl require the least amount of
maintenance work. Since maintenance work usualLy involves
some considerabLe expenditure, the use of such a mix would
be an economic asset. From the previous discussion, it was

predicted that the best potential in creating masonry work

with good durability was with the lime:sand ratios ranging
from I :2 to 1 :3.6.

From the discussion of the secondary economic factors,
is suggested that a lime:sand ratio in the range of 1:2
1 : 3. 6 be used.

Àt present, the Northern Housing Committee [5.f ] sug_

gests t.hat a conventional mortar (see Definitions) be used

for stack¡vaII construction. In particular, a portland
cement:lime:sand (p.C.:L:S) ratio of 2:1:6 is stated in Ref_
erence 51 [page 20J. The initial cost of this mortar and of

ir
to
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a selected number of lime-sand mortar mixes is calculated in
Appendix L; these calcuLations were based on a number of
assurnptions and a range of prices found in Winnipeg, Canada

as of June , 1987.

For the conventional mortar above, it was calcuLated in
Àppendix L that the initial cost is g3.27 Eo g4.35 per cubic
foot. ALso in this appendix is the calculated initiat cost
of lime-sand mortars with the lime:sand ratios of 1:2, 1:3
and 1:3.5. The respective cost of these mortar ratios is
ç2.22 Eo $3.64, 91.63 ro g2.57 and 91.46 ro g2.26 per cubic
foot. Referring to TabLe L-II, page 523 of Àppendix L, the
cost of the above respective lime-sand mortars is 0.69 to
0.84, 0.50 to 0.59 and 0.45 to 0.52 times that of the con-
ventional mortar. From lhis comparison, there is a definite
initial cost advantage in using a Line-sand mortar ovèr the
conventional mortar presently suggested for stackwall con_

struction.

5.2.11 ÀÞpearance

The following discussion on appearance assumes that consis_
tent workmanship is applied sith aIl of the lime_sand mortar
mixes. This l-eaves only the characteristics of the mortars
to be judged for appearance. The original top surface of
the specimens v¡as assumed to best correspond to the wall
surface since they are both exposed to the air at the ini_
! ial stage of drying.
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ÀI1 of the lirne-sand morlar mixes were bror¡nish-white
(bei9e), a colour that is considered quite acceptable.

The surface texture of the specimens of lime Brand À

differed somewhat from that of 1ime Brand B. For lime Brand

À, all of the surfaces of the specimens had a smooth finish
that Ì.ras not susceptible bo rubbing or scratching. 9¡ith
l-ime Brand B, the original top surface of the specimens also
had a smooth texture but at 1ower lime concentrations, sand

grains were refeased when rubbed or scratched. When the
lime concentration increased to the lime:sand ratio of 1:3

and higher, the top surface became resistant to losing sand

grains upon the action of rubbing or scratching; this held
true for the remix mixes as well.

In terms of appearance, a surface that is smooth and

not susceptible to sinpJ.e rubbing or scratching is desir-
able. Therefore, a Iime:sand ratio of 1:3 is suggested. À

lime:sand ratio of 1:2 would also be satisfactory but since
it has a higher concentration of Iirne, the initial cost of
the mortar is higher.

5.2,12 Surnnarv

Reviewing the discussion made with respect to the essen!ial
properties for a good quality mortar, with both the hydrated
lime and sand neasured in a dry state, the most promising
Line-sand mortar mixes Iie with the lime:sand ratios ranging
from 1:2 to 1:3.6. For the purpose of simplifying numbers
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for discussion and for field use, the ratio of 1:3.6 will be

rounded off to 1:3.5 in the end conclusions.

The ratio of 1 :3 is f avoured since it \,ras at this Iime

concentration where a satisfactory surface texture became

assured, Below this concentration of 1ime, al the Iime:sand
ratio of 1:3.65, the surface texture was on the borderline
of being acceptabLe. The ratio of 1:3 is also somewhat

between the range given above giving an intuiLive feeling of
safety from using a bit more cementitious material (lime)
than the bare suggested minimum.

If dried mortar droppings and/or left-over piLes of
mortar are broken up and remixed, and if similar or better
mortar properties to that of the original. mix are required,
results indicate that a higher concentration of lime should

be used; the resuLts suggest a Iime:sand ratio of. 1i2. If a

lime:sand ratio of 1:2 is used in anticipaÈion of using
remixed morLar, a careful cost analysis should be done. The

analysis should realize that the use of a lime:sand ratio of
1:2 will have a higher initiaL cost than with the ratio of
1:3 (see Appendix L). To be cost effective, this increase
in cost should be lower than the amount saved in using
remixed mortar.

The mortar properties of a remixed mortar with a

lime:sand ratio of 1:3 were shown t.o be somewhat of lo\,rer

quality than its original countêrpart. If this degree of
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difference is proven to be insignificant and compatible in a

walL with the original mortar, then a single ratio recommen_

dation of 1:3 couLd be used irrespective of whether rernixing
would take place. If the difference is proven to be signif_
icant, then perhaps the remix mortar could still be used in
some way that could be demonstrated to be acceptabl-e. Two

theoretical ideas of how this may be done are: 1) to incor_
porate relatively smalL âmounts of remix into batches of
original mix mortar , or 2) to add additional lime to a remix
mortar; thè amount added should be cost-effective. It is
noted that these two ideas are theoretical and that neither
one was proven to be an acceptable practice.
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Chapter VI

coNcrusroNs

The object of this study was to seek a 1ower-cost and more

readily accessible mortar to be used for stacksalr- construc-
tion. For such a mortar, the required constituents and

their proport ion was sought. To provide a satisfactory mor_

tar, the essential properties for a good quality mortar that
are discussed in Àppendix A were considered. F.our different
kinds of mortars were examined.

1.

CTJÀY MORTÀR

The composition of materials found the most

favourable for a clay mortar was 33.3% sand, 1.75%

fibres, 3% hydrated lime, and 140% water (as used in
Mix No. 2), all proportioned by dry weight to one

unit of dry c1ay.

The cost of the clay nortar above is 0.09 to 0.10
times that of. the conventional mortar which is
presentl.y suggested for stackwall construction (seè

Appendix L).
CIay mortar has faults with respect to the properties
of workability and volumetric changes; these faults
in turn were predicted to create problems with the
property of bond.

2.

2
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4, No benefit was seen with the moisture curing process

of clay mortar.

5. Rel.ative to conventional mortars (see Definitions), a

high amount of effort and tine is required to prepare

a clay mortar mix (see Table III, page 37).

LII{E-SÀND MORTÀR

À range of voLurnetric proportions were found to be

accèptable for a lime-sand mortar. For each uniL
volume of dry hydrated 1ime, two to three and one_

half units of dry sand can be used. The lime:sand
ratio of 1:3 is suggested.

There ¡,¡ere positive indications that time-sand mortar
that has dried out can be renixed. If remixing is t.o

take place, a J-ime: sand ratio of 1:2 in the original
mix is presently suggested; in the future the ratio
of 1:3 may prove to be adequate.

The costs of Iime-sand mortars with Iime:sand ratios
of 1:3 and 1:2 are respectively O.50 to 0.59 and 0.69

to 0.84 times that of the conventional mortar which

is presentl.y suggested for stackwall construction
( see Appendix L).

4. Oried lirne-sand mortars is more porous in its cross_
section than dried conventional mortar (see Defini_
tions).
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The slovi-setting characteristic of lime-sand mortars
r,¡i1l restrict the number of courses of buiJ-ding units
that can be built up at a time; this is considered

acceptabLe in stac kwall construction.
The effort and time required to prepare a lime-sand

mortar mix (see Table V, page 64) is judged to be the
same as that of a conventional morlar (see Defini-
tions).

SOIL-CEIIIENT I{ORTAR

experimental work was performed with a soil-cement mor-

, but it was discovered that:

1. The amount of cement required (19 percent or more by

weight of soil -- as suggested by Reference No. 54)

for a plastic silty-c1ay soil (soiI available for
experimental work) for an acceptable morlar is not

economically f easible.

2. Addition and thorough blending of sand to a clay soil
may reduce the amount of cement required in a soil-
cement mortar; Gillard and Leê [36, pp. 67 to 81]

suggest a volumetric proportion of 1 :1:4.5 (portland

cement:clay:sand).

5.3

No

tar
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6.4 CE}IENT-LII,IE MORTÀR I{ITH SÀÍIDUST AND/OR WOOD CHIPS

No experimental ¡.¡ork was performed with a cement-Iime mortar
with sar¡dust and/or wood chips. It is perceived that the
economics and the avaiLability of such a mortar over a clay
or lime-sand mortar r¡ould not be as beneficial since quanti_
ties of Portland cement and l-ime would stiLl have to be pur-
chased, The quântity of savdust and/or wood chips that
could be addèd to a cement-Iime mortar, as an additive, aLso

seems somewhaÈ ninimal 157, p. 21).
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Chapter VII
RECOMMENDÀF]ONS FOR FURTHER STT'DY

CLÀY MORÎÀR

Development of methods on how to improve the worka-

biIitl' and to reduce the volumetric drying shrinkage
of clay mortar would be beneficiall improvement of
these tv¡o properties would also improve the property
of bond.

Development of a method for reducing the effort and

time reguired to prepare a clay mortar mix would be

beneficial; the meLhod should be of low-cost, low in
technology and readi Iy accessible.

Due to the high volumetric drying shrinkage which

occurred with the clay mortars, if they are used in
stackwall construction, they shouJ.d at present be

restricted to the wall portion only and prohibited in
the corners; a mortar with relatively 1ow drying
shrinkage and which is compatible with the clay mor-

tar should be used in the corners.

)
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7.2 LIME-SÀND MORTÀR

t. Research work should be done so as to determine if a

remixed nortar Hith a 1ime:sand ratio of 1:3 is or
can be made compatible in a walL r¡ith its original
counterpart.

Research work shouLd be done so as to determine if
the porous nature of Ii¡ne-sand mortars provides a

better insufated sLackwalI relative to one that is
constructed with conventional mortar (see Defini_
tions).

7.3 GENERÀI,

Using the suggested clay or lime-sand mortar (see Concl.u-

sions), wa11 panel tests of stackwall (see Reference 5.1 for
construction detaiLs) should be performed in the laboratory.
In such tests, the tensil,e bond strength, shear strength and

compressive strength can be determined more accurately.
Àdequacy of the walls can also be measured in terms of the
degree of shrinkage, behaviour under l¡etting and drying
cycles and, if facilities exist, the behaviour under freez_
ing and thawing cycles. To be rnore precise, construction of
the ¡.ralls should include the corners [51 , OO. 39 t.o 4l ] wittr
no artificial confinement. Ðrysdale and Suter l3Z, ,. 3-gl
state that a height-to-thickness ratio in the range of four
to five is necessary in the testing of masonry prisms; this
is necessary in order to elirninate the effects of the toad-

¿.
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thickness ratio be applied
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